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 THE RISE OF
THE eCITIZEN
With 2006 drawing to a close, it is
time to look back at what has been
a monumental year for the hightech security industry. The year
began with many key economies
finalizing their steps towards
ePassports and, although there
have been a few hurdles along
the way, the industry has helped
major governments achieve the
US-imposed visa waiver deadline
on time.
With biometric and contactless
technology coming to the fore, the
industry has had to put its head
above the parapet and demonstrate what the technology can
really do.
Enabling privacy protection and
data security in ePassport applications is of utmost importance for
the general acceptance of this new
technology by the public. This
means that as an industry, providing the basic means for secure
data storage and communication,
we have to understand the possible fears that may arise with the
introduction of such new technologies, and which subsequently are
expressed by public opinion. The
Silicon Trust serves as an industry
voice by not only supplying technical background information about
ePassports from security experts –
but also by discussing possible
threats and countermeasures con-

EDITORIAL

cerning upcoming applications
(Cause and Effect section pages
12 – 31).
In the security industry, new products and systems have to pass
extensive tests, including thirdparty evaluation and certification.
Real life shows that these efforts
are not wasted: routinely, negative headlines show that attacks
against products that are not
properly secured are reality, leading to financial losses and severe
damage in reputation. Moreover,
attacks against insecure systems
may bear implications on the security industry as a whole: recent
publications about attacks against
object-tagging RFIDs showed a
negative impact on public opinion
concerning ePassport technology,
which is in fact based on a much
higher security level (page 22).
The maturity of technology is
being seen in more and more areas
of our lives, from eLearning (page
42) to physical and logical access
control (pages 32 and 36). Security
technology also plays a role in
healthcare, with eHealth projects
being major beneficiaries of technologies such as RFID and biometrics (pages 46 and 50).
eIdentification is clearly one of the
market areas of highest interest
today. Nevertheless, there are significant issues that government
and business decision makers
need to take into account before

rolling out new eIdentification
schemes. Can they use one document to address a multitude of
security concerns? (page 58), and
how can PKI be used in an eIdentification context (page 68)?
The way we live our lives is changing while technology is rising to
the challenges of our new life and
work styles. With shopping rapidly
becoming one of the most popular
leisure-time pursuits for European
citizens, this edition of Secure
examines how transactions can be
made more secure and more convenient (pages 74 and 78).
Demonstrating the security and
the robustness of our solutions
today, we are ready to face new
market opportunities. The Silicon
Trust will serve as a straightforward forum to discuss new challenges, as well as new threats;
to enable upcoming technologies
and to turn technical details into a
common understanding.
Ingo Susemihl
Senior Director – Head of
Marketing Chip Card & Security ICs
Infineon Technologies AG
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 UNVEILING THE
ALL NEW SILICON TRUST
THE INDUSTRY’S BENCHMARK SILICON BASED
SECURITY PARTNER PROGRAM JUST GOT BETTER
WHAT IS THE SILICON TRUST?
As a non-profit, membership
organization, the Silicon Trust’s
mission is;
“To stimulate the understanding, adoption, use and
widespread acceptance for
silicon-based security solutions in a variety of applications through the development of marketing and
education programs, market
research, advocacy programs
and industry relations and by
bringing together, in an open
environment, leading users
and technologists from the
public and private sectors to
create dialogue and discussion with industry and government decision makers.”
The Silicon Trust aims to do this
by bringing together users and
technology providers in an open
forum to address opportunities
and challenges for the security
industry. This makes the Silicon
Trust a unique place where members can meet to exchange ideas,
discuss common issues and work
together to develop and expand

the use of all types of silicon-based
security solutions. Members of the
Silicon Trust come from all industry
sectors along with the technology
and solution providers that service
these sectors.
SOME OF THE BENEFITS OF
MEMBERSHIP IN THE SILICON
TRUST INCLUDE
Visibility backed by credibility –
active participation puts your company in the forefront of leaders
in the industry and government
through trade and business media
contacts, meetings, conferences
and the media’s interest in the
Silicon Trust organization and
events. Be featured on the Silicon
Trust website, get involved in the
Silicon Trust blog and help create
the organization’s voice. Use the
organization’s magazine – SECURE –
to get your company’s message
(and advertising) across.
Prepare and educate industry
infrastructure and end customers
for effective security implementation – stimulate and plan changes
in multiple levels of the value and
service chain for security issues
and prepare industry and govern-

ments for doing business based on the
idea of effective levels of security.
Networking – establish valuable
contacts that can help your organization improve and grow, using
the Silicon Trust’s meetings, lobbying, dinners and events to maximize business opportunities.
Influence on policy makers, media,
analysts and other players – as an
organization the Silicon Trust provides a unified, credible voice that
no single member can achieve
alone. The program also allows
access to decision makers, politicians and media influencers.
Advance knowledge of upcoming
technology – getting information
from a variety of sources and acting
on it before many “outsiders” even
know it is happening.
Innovation – work with other
members in your industry to
explore new ways of approaching
common business goals.
Chose your level of involvement –
be it Associate, Partner or even a
move onto the Executive Council,
the Silicon Trust can offer a member-

To apply for membership to the Silicon Trust, please email: contact@silicon-trust.com
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ship level to suit you. With regular
meetings and an ability to steer
the course of the Program, there
is no excuse not to be part of the
industry’s benchmark siliconbased security alliance Program.

prehensive product and solutions directories in the security
industry today. Comprising of over
350 products from over 45 companies, this handbook is a vital tool
in a developer’s library.

SILICON TRUST ACTIVITIES

Secure Application Reviews
The Secure Application Reviews
are an in-depth look at some of the
major security topics and applications of the day. The reviews
themselves also contain mini-case
studies and successful case histories from members of the Silicon
Trust as they pertain to the topic
under discussion.

The Silicon Trust Web Site
The Silicon Trust website includes
the following features:
• Technology Spotlights on current
themes
• Security Challenges – executive
summaries on security issues
• Security Solutions available from
members
• New Products and up-to-theminute press information from
companies within the organization
• Technology Basics for newcomers
to the security field
Secure Magazine
The SECURE magazine is the flagship of The Silicon Trust Program.
Published three times a year and
weighing in at a stunning 100
pages, this ‘notebook’ sized magazine allows partners to promote
both their products and applications as well as taking an in-depth
look at market sectors currently
utilizing security products, interviews with industry movers and
shakers, future market trends and
technology updates.
Security Solutions Handbook
The Silicon Trust Security Solutions
Handbook is one of the most com-

Security Solutions Forum
Held annually, the Security
Solutions Forum brings together
the members of the Silicon Trust
with the objective being the development of a co-operation model
between the partners of the
Silicon Trust and to facilitate the
synergistic potential of the Silicon
Trust through best practices and
solutions within the hardware and
software security environment.
Behind-The-Scenes Members Day
In order to give members (and
potential members) the opportunity to learn more about the
Silicon Trust Program and how it
could strengthen the relationship
between semiconductor manufacturers and your company; there
is an opportunity to meet key
Management, review potential
future strategies and ask ques-

tions. After these meetings, there
is a tour of manufacturing facilities,
to see first hand how chip cards
and security products are made.

Lobbying Event At European
Parliament In Brussels
One event that is always well
attended is the annual lobbying
event. Here, members in the Program
have the opportunity to travel
to the European Parliament in
Brussels to attend a lobbying
event organized by Infineon
Technologies and the Silicon Trust.
A one-day event, including presentations made by the members
to Members of the European
Commission and a networking
lunch, enabling members to talk to
Commissioners on a one-to-one basis.
Silicon Trust Partner Booths
and Network Events
Depending on the output of the
Executive Council, the Silicon Trust
is also looking to host member
booths and member networking
events at some of the main securityorientated shows, as well as
large exhibitions such as Cartes
and CeBIT. Members will have
the opportunity to rent booth
space on the Silicon Trust booth,
thus ensuring their attendance
at the show at a greatly reduced
cost. At the networking events,
members will have the chance
to meet and network amongst
companies taking part in the
Program.

Silicon Trust is an Infineon Technologies Partner Relationship Platform

UNVEILING THE SILICON TRUST

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.SILICON-TRUST.COM
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 WELCOME TO THE TRUST
We would like to welcome the following members to the
Silicon Trust. For further information on these companies,
please go to their websites.

Brightsight® is globally recognized for security approval of

 MEMBERS OF THE SILICON TRUST

IT products, esp. smart card technology. Its primary focus is
evaluating the security level of IT-products and systems with
recognized yardsticks, incl. Common Criteria. Services also
include developer support, tools and training.
www.brightsight.com

Danish Biometrics is a research consortium founded to
launch R&D projects for practical use of biometric technology.

• Precise Biometrics

• Aladdin

• IEE

• Prism

• Aspects Software

• Ikendi

• realtime

• Austria Card

• Infineon Technologies

• SAFE ID

• Baltech

• Integrated Engineering

• SC2

• beyondLSI

• International Association

• SCM

• Brightsight

for Biometrics

• Sermepa
• Setec

• Card etc.

• Siemens

• charismathics

• Siemens PSE

• Cherry

• Smart Card Centre

• Danish Biometrics

• Smarticware

• Datacard

• TeleTrusT

HJP Consulting is an international firm specializing in the

• DUALi

• Trueb

planning, procurement and approval of smart card solutions,

• D-Trust

• Keycorp

• Trusted Logic

focusing on the health and ID sectors. It also develops and dis-

• Gemalto

• Maurer Electronics

• United Access

tributes GlobalTester, a comprehensive environment for testing

• Giesecke & Devrient

• MMCA

• Utimaco Safeware

ePassport compliance to ICAO-supported ISO standards.

• Goldkey

• Novacard

• Watchdata

• HJP Consulting

• Omnikey

• Wave Systems

Scandinavian, European and international markets, and wishes
to market easy-to-use open-platform products and solutions.
www.danishbiometrics.org

www.hjp-consulting.com

SILICON TRUST

• IdentAlink

• Bundesdruckerei

It targets Danish industry and public service as well as

10

• ACG

WELCOME TO THE TRUST

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.SILICON-TRUST.COM
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 If there is to be an introduction of eGovernment then it stands to reason
that there will be the introduction of eCitizenship. This issue, SECURE
takes a look at elements that eCitizens will have to contend with; eHealth,
ePassports and eIdentity, an increase of biometric technology usage and
the implementation of Extended Access Control (EAC). 

 MYTH VERSUS REALITY

public can travel across country

By the Silicon Trust

as little hassle as possible.

borders and board planes with

However, governments face

Like most new concepts, ePassport technology
has come in for its fair share of criticism over the
past few years. Although a lot of this analysis has
been the standard level of scrutiny that an inventor can expect to face from a skeptical public, the
middle of 2006 saw a series of allegations and a
certain amount of hysteria being whipped up by
some media outlets. We look at the background
to ePassports and examine some of the security
measures being implemented.

challenges.

Citizens

have

expressed concern about the
security of ePassports, fear
that their passport could be
cloned or skimmed, worry
that the use of biometrics is
somehow an infringement of
their privacy and have voiced
reservations that the technology will not actually address
terrorist threats.

the

and overt security operations

developed world, immigra-

as well as deploying tech-

These

tion, security and terrorism

nology aimed at improving

taken seriously, and govern-

have become political hot

and automating security and

ments need to implement

potatoes. Members of the

identification procedures.

transparent procedures to

Throughout

much

of

must

be

ensure they continue to carry

public are rightly concerned
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concerns

the public’s trust.

that their country should not

In the case of international

become a target for terror-

travel, ePassport technology

ists and organized criminals.

is being implemented to help

Governments are addressing

identify and authenticate trave-

these challenges with a raft

lers, so that governments and

The latest ePassports are con-

of initiatives that range from

airport authorities can ensure

siderably more secure than

investing more in both covert

that the normal traveling

previous passport documents. 

CAUSE & EFFECT

Implementing Security
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 The contactless chips used

All information stored on the

control.

that

been implemented to achieve

the reader communicating

algorithm – known as the

in ePassports are passive.

chip is locked using highly

attempts by a potential terror-

high levels of security and pri-

with the chip is a valid one.

RSA method – for encrypting

This means that the chip can

secure advanced encryption

ist to circumvent a watch-list

vacy. Such methods include:

only operate when a strong

techniques in such a way that

by forging a passport with his

radio frequency electromag-

it cannot be changed. In other

or her photo on the printed

netic field is in the contact-

words, even if a criminal

page could be thwarted, if the

uses

less chip’s antenna.

was able to make a duplicate

means

data. The chips also include
• Passive authentication. This

active protective shields on

uses digital signatures and

their surface and sensors

challenge/response

provides proof that the

that prevent hackers from

information stored on the chip

protocols and can prevent

Logical Data Structure (LDS)

being able to read the chip

passport, the photo of the real

does not match the informa-

skimming and eavesdropping

and Document Certificate

by applying different voltag-

Attempts to skim a passport

passport holder would still be

tion printed on the data page.

via a secure communication.

are authenticated and not

es. The high level of security

are counteracted via simple

stored on the chip, so it would

modified.

is demonstrated through the

procedures

require

not be of any use to a criminal

the owner of the passport

attempting to cross a country’s

to place their passport on a

borders. Furthermore, the chip

If the ePassport was to be

challenge/response mech-

mechanisms present in the

reader capable of scanning

is embedded in an ePassport

used in an unattended border

anism. If the passport is

contactless chips of all the

The move towards ePassports

the machine-readable zone

in such a way that attempts

control environment, govern-

cloned it will not be able to

major ePassport chip suppliers

is gathering pace worldwide.

(MRZ). The MRZ is a combi-

at substituting it should be

ments would need to have

adhere to this mechanism

is tremendous. For example,

Most visa waiver countries

nation of numbers and letters

fairly obvious to any immigra-

clear plans and procedures in

because it is impossible to

Infineon’s

chips,

have hit the US-imposed dead-

at the bottom of each pass-

tion official.

place to ensure security lev-

clone the required private

which are used in many

line for rolling out ePassports

els remained high. For exam-

key which is stored sepa-

major

schemes

and in October 2006, the UK

rately in the passport chip.

worldwide, including the US

completed the introduction of

and Germany, contain the

its biometric passport. With

latest security mechanisms

ePassports rapidly becoming

embedded in protected hard-

a fact of life, it is only natural

ware to ensure that personal

that a skeptical public will

• Extended Access Control.

data is protected against

want to know more about

This prevents unauthorized

unauthorized read-out and

how their personal data is

skimming of and access to

manipulation.

the

handled. Security and privacy

which

port. Information contained

16

This

Unattended Environment

• Basic Access Control. This

industry’s highest security

• Active authentication. This
is

also

based

on

a

The

number

of

SLE

security

66

ePassport

certificate EAL5+ (high).

here is used to generate an

The beauty of the chip tech-

ple, a biometric system could

access code that is required

nology is that all informa-

be implemented to verify the

to read the data contained

tion visible on the printed

biometric image stored on the

on the chip. This means that

data page of the passport –

passport chip against the per-

a passport can only be read

including the holder’s date

son presenting the document.

after having physical access

of birth and photograph –

to the ePassport – if the

is also stored on the chip and

passport holder voluntarily

can therefore be displayed

places his or her passport on

on an immigration official’s

Inside the chip, a number

sensitive data like finger-

security features, the chips

are paramount if trust is to be

the reader.

computer screen at passport

of technical processes have

prints. It also proves that

use

maintained.

CAUSE & EFFECT

Chip Security
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• Data encryption. This protects sensitive data.

MYTH VERSUS REALITY

a

special

Among

computing
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 ePASSPORTS –

content of the optical readable
information, which can be

A SECURITY HAZARD OR
AN IMPROVEMENT?

found in the two lines of letters
and numbers in the data
page, called MRZ (Machine
Readable Zone), generates

By Jan Peter Hulsker, CEO, Integrated Engineering

a key to open up the data
structure of the chip and
then allow communication.
This key is formed by a

The introduction of ePassports appears to be the
main topic of conversation at the moment. People
are doing their utmost to hack the data and
eavesdrop on the communication between the
chip and the reading device just to prove that it
is not secure, but is this really the case?

specific

secure

evaluation

method using the passport
number, date of birth of the
passport holder and the date
the validity of the passport
ends. The key is valid only
once, i.e. for each session a
new one has to be generated.
So, if this information is not

Some professional hacking

The Benefits of Chip

available, the communication

conferences have attempt-

Technology

with the passport chip cannot
take place.

ed to demonstrate that the

18

content of one chip can be

If we look at the structure of

copied to another, implying

the data in the chip in accord-

Therefore, one needs to be in

that multiple, fraudulent pass-

ance with the ICAO 9303 doc-

possession of both the pass-

ports can be produced (but

ument, we see that the data

port and the chip in order for

if this is the case, why make

is protected with a principle

the data to be read. This also

passports more expensive

called Basic Access Control

applies when copying the

by adding a chip?).

(BAC). This means that the

chip content – the user would 

CAUSE & EFFECT

INTEGRATED ENGINEERING

ePASSPORTS – A SECURITY HAZARD OR AN IMPROVEMENT?
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 need to have the book in

vide a security function for

on the chip with the person

only yield useless informa-

order to perform this function.

the ePassport, we should not

presenting the passport. The

tion without knowledge of

forget that the tests (which

data structure allows facial,

the secret key necessary for

Currently, if somebody was to

are never carried out in a

fingerprint and/or iris rec-

decryption.

lose his/her traditional pass-

security controlled environ-

ognition depending on the

port, it would be reported to

ment such as a border lane at

country, but will always, from

the police. The same applies

immigration) always confirm

an interoperability point of

if you lose an ePassport – but

that while the data on the

view, be based on a digitized

When looking at all the

at least the ePassport holds

chip can be copied, it can-

picture.

advanced security features

your personal data much

not be modified. Therefore,

more securely. For example,

if someone was to use the

at border control it is easier
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Conclusion

sponding private key is kept

chip and ‘official’ reader.

in the ePassport chips and

Automated border crossing

in the issuing country’s data-

However, readers, equipped

the ePassport readers, like

copied chip along with a dif-

procedures are generally used

base. The combination of the

with a ‘Jammer’, as field test-

Basic Access Control, Active

to trace whether any of the

ferent data page or photo,

for citizens who hold an

private and public key deter-

ed by IE and Government

authentication, shielding and

ePassports being used are

the border inspection equip-

ePassport issued in the same

mines if the book is valid. As

partners create a white noise

the reader’s anti eavesdrop-

lost or stolen and it is much

ment, which contains an

country as the border cross-

well as all these electronic

so the data cannot be picked

ping features, the risks of

quicker to read, which con-

optical and RF combination

ing point. In those cases

features, the ePassport still

up or recognized. The chip in

obtaining personal informa-

siderably improves security.

of the data, would highlight

where someone from a dif-

has all the same security

the ePassport is also passive

tion is reduced to a mini-

this discrepancy and signal

ferent country has the same

printing features as a non

– it is activated by energy

mum. The ePassports do not

Although the results from

it to the inspector. This check

biometric credentials as the

ePassport, so even if the chip

from the reader, so it can-

only offer adequate protec-

hacking or none cloning dem-

exceeds the traditional visual

country of border crossing,

breaks down it is still diffi-

not send data by itself. The

tion today, but the chip and

onstrations seem to question

checks which are still carried

the system will be able to

cult to falsify the travel docu-

document would have to be

reader manufacturers will

the suitability of chips to pro-

out by the inspector.

authorize the person.

ment.

within a very close distance

continue to look forward in

to the reader for anyone to

their

interrupt

attacks
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Are Automated Border

Furthermore, PKI (Public Key

Crossings Secure?

Infrastructure) determines if

Eavesdropping – the Facts

the

communica-

research
and

concerning

countermeas-

tion. Failing that, the com-

ures, to provide high level

a country has actually issued

Other concerns surrounding

munication itself is encrypt-

security in the future, pro-

At automated border cross-

a passport. The public key

the ePassport are that it may

ed; which means that even

tecting the document from

ings, there will always be a

will be given by the docu-

be possible to ‘eavesdrop’ on

if an attacker was able to tap

falsification and the privacy

comparison of the data stored

ment itself and the corre-

the communication between

the communication, it would

of the holder.
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 QUANTIFYING
ePASSPORT VULNERABILITY
AT THE AIR INTERFACE

or with a passive tag (block-

be detected at distances of

downsized, because the rumor

ing). They can also be com-

more than a few decimeters.

is ill founded: ePassports

pletely blocked by placing a

Beyond that distance, it gets

are not designed to operate

metal foil around the device

lost in the background noise

beyond distances of more

(shielding).

that is present everywhere.

than a few centimeters.

Dr. Peter Kronegger, CTO, ACG Identification Technologies

According to many media reports, RFID (Radio
Frequency IDentification) is a very dangerous technology to be used in electronic passports, because
it allows travel documents to be skimmed and
communication with a reader to be eavesdropped
from great distances. Now, we all know that bad
news sells best and we might be tempted to shrug
off these reports as the usual journalistic exaggerations; however, while apparently harmless, such
rumors can cause unjustified alarm among endusers and government agencies looking to deploy
next-generation electronic travel documents.
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threat has to be drastically

Experiments at our lab show
Skimming and eavesdropping

that at a distance of 1 meter,

Attacking Contactless

attacks can lead to unauthor-

the signal from an ePassport

Credentials

ized access to data stored

operating at 848 kBaud is

on an ePassport. To under-

so corrupted by background

Attacks on ePassports can

stand the real risks related to

noise, that recovery of the

take on different forms: skim-

these types of attacks, it is

transmitted information is

ming, eavesdropping, jam-

important to understand the

unlikely. This represents the

ming, blocking and shield-

nature of the contactless

physical limit to eavesdrop-

ing. Skimming is a process

technology used. In contrast

ping attacks.

whereby

to the wireless technology

an

unauthorized

reading device is used in the

used

vicinity of an RFID tag to

radio broadcasting or mobile

additional high power readers.

read its electronic informa-

phones, ePassports operate

The power required to ener-

tion. Eavesdropping is when

in the near field. This com-

gize an electronic passport

an unauthorized receiver is

munication technology uses

increases in proportion to

for

television

and

Skimming

attacks

require

Fortunately, while rumors are

limits at which transmis-

used to intercept the commu-

long electromagnetic waves

the cube of the distance

governed by the “laws” of

sions from a passport booklet

nication between an author-

compared to the operating

from the reader to the tag.

the press, the operation of an

can be picked up by even

ized reader and the tag.

distance. A special physical

While a typical reader uses

ePassport is governed by the

the most sensitive ePassport

Communications

between

property of the near field is

500mW to read a passport

laws of physics. The security

reader. These limits are pre-

ePassports and readers can

that it decays very rapidly

at a maximum of 5 cm, to

of contactless travel docu-

dictable and can be studied

also be disrupted by creat-

over distance. In other words

energize a passport from 10

ments can be established

in the laboratory. In doing so

ing interference using an

a signal from an ePassport

meters away would require

on the basis of the physical

you discover that the alleged

active transmitter (jamming)

decays so quickly, that it cannot

4 Megawatts!
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 Other RFID Technologies

much less power than a

mission, authenticate it and

controller to operate. So the

encrypt data. The passport

Some confusion seems to

energizing field for an ISO

booklet can also be magneti-

have arisen from the com-

15693 tag can be orders of

cally shielded to prevent it

parison with other RFID

magnitude smaller than what

from being read when it is

tech nologies such as UHF,

is needed for an ePassport.

closed, and jamming devices

which enables read ranges

ISO 15693 tags also use a

and blocker tags can be

of up to 10 meters, and ISO

fraction of the communication

used to prevent skimming.

15693,

for

bandwidth (they just exchange

Furthermore, with the imple-

infrastructure with country

implemented, validated and

will always attack the weak-

communication at a distance

a serial number most of the

mentation of Basic Access

certificates used to verify an

tested with the same attention

est link in the security chain.

of 1-2 meters. However, these

time). Less bandwidth means

Control (BAC), a standard

individual passport.

that the functional aspects

Furthermore, it is important

are

technologies

that less power is neces-

feature on the ePassports of

of the system receive. This

to remember that non-tech-

designed for longer reading

sary to energize the field.

most countries, the passport

means understanding hackers

nical elements like human

ranges.

These

characteristics

number is used as a key to

and their objectives, whether

interaction with the system

of ISO 15693 tags allow

encrypt and decrypt the com-

In order to build secure sys-

they are isolated teenagers

and organizational processes

UHF is a “far field communi-

them to cover much larger

munication between the pass-

tems, security has to be

who hack for fun, members

also have to be considered as

cation” technology based on

operating distances compared

port and the reader. During

designed-in from the start.

of pressure groups looking

components of the complete

short waves. Such waves do

to ePassports.

normal passport checks, the

Design engineers spend a lot

to

solution.

not decay as quickly as those

passport number is optically

of time making complex sys-

ion by creating concerns

used in near field technology

scanned

pass-

tems work, but sometimes a

over violations of privacy, or

While the air interface does

which

different

allows

two

the

influence

public

opin-

and can be spatially directed

Protecting Against

port is placed on the reader.

working system is not neces-

possibly even members of

pose some legitimate security

in

Unauthorized Access

Without this code the data

sarily a secure one, even if

criminal

or

concerns for electronic pass-

on the passport cannot be

it uses secure components.

terrorist groups. Designing

ports, the risks have been

An ePassport uses a dedicated

read. ePassports use further

It can happen that “working

safe systems also means

highly

ISO 15693 tags use hard-

microcontroller

protect

security schemes like Active

but insecure” systems get

deploying layered barriers

scenarios depicted by the

wired technology instead of

the data on the chip against

and Passive Authentication

rolled out and go live.

against attacks and review-

media are simply unrealistic

smart card controllers such

skimming and eavesdrop-

that are based on digital sig-

ing

and incompatible with the

as those used in ePassports.

ping.

microcontroller

natures to prevent fraud. The

Security is a design responsi-

spots over and over again,

A hard-wired chip requires

can cipher the data trans-

overall system is a public key

bility. It has to be specified,

bearing in mind that hackers

order

to

cover

large

distances.
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when

Designed for Security
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This

to

ACG

organizations

designs

for

weak
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exaggerated.

Most

laws of physics.
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 SECURITY FOR
NATIONAL ID
AND ePASSPORT CHIPS

controllers, in specific circum-

also a less visible side – the

stances, are able to meet the

chip technology itself.

high requirements for data

Dr. Peter Laackmann, Principal, Product Security and Marcus Janke,

security and privacy protec-

For a semiconductor chip to

tion needed in this sector

be utilized in an electronic

(see Fig. 1).

identification card or passport, it must be designed to

Senior Staff Specialist, Product Security, Infineon Technologies AG

National ID cards and passports are entering a
new technological era: The integration of electronic microcontroller chips is already a reality,
and with widespread adoption, the handling of
such documents has become more secure and
convenient.

Security, however, does not

extent that is reasonable

exist by default in a semi-

for the applications they are

conductor identification chip.

used for.

Several concerns have arisen

protect the data stored within

from public discussions on

against illegal tampering. By

the use of chip technology

manipulation of the chip’s

in identification documents.

internal data, an attacker

Most of these discussion topics

could try to apply modifi-

refer to the practical use of

cations to an identification

electronic identification sys-

card or passport. One sce-

tems, but nevertheless, one

nario would be to adapt the

should consider that there is

contents of a National ID 

The market clearly distin-

26

guishes between “pure” RFID

Standard

chips, standard microcontrol-

equipped with an appropriate

lers and security controllers.

radio

The “pure” RFID chips, used

can be used for non-security

mainly for object identifica-

contactless applications, but

tion, do not contain a micro-

just like the “pure” RFID

controller. Therefore, not only

chips, their use is not suitable

is their functionality, but also

for

their security limited to an

documents.

CAUSE & EFFECT

microcontrollers,

frequency

personal

interface,

identification
Only

Fig. 1: The difference between RFID and Contactless Security Controllers

security
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 chip so that both printed

countermeasures

against

parameters.

software, secret data or even

information and chip con-

manifold threats that can

As an example, the electrical

stored keys. Using the “DFA”

tents

be assigned to three main

properties of silicon may

(Differential Fault Attack), in

ible after the card itself

groups:

Fault

Induction

react to different voltages,

some cases only one single

had been tampered with.

Attacks,

Physical

Attacks

temperatures, light ionizing

faulty computation is sufficient

Some identification systems

and Side-Channel Attacks.

radiation and also to the influ-

for an attacker to extract the

ence of electrical and mag-

complete secret key by using

netic fields. Changing these

a sophisticated mathematical

environmental

algorithm.

would

be

compat-

also carry out “authentication”
functions, which means that

Fault Induction Attacks

the reader terminal is able

parameters,

Fig. 2: Alpha Radiation Fault Attack:
Attackers try to induce faults to extract secret information

to check the integrity and

Today, disturbing the func-

an attacker may now try to

authenticity of the ID card

tionality of a smart card has

induce faulty behavior, includ-

Various methods for inducing

only tests can show if these

Measures against fault induc-

or passport – and even vice

evolved into an art form,

ing errors in the program

faults are known, including

countermeasures are actually

tion attacks must work from

versa. This is then called

carried out by thousands of

flow of the smart card con-

the alteration of power con-

effective in practice. As the

different viewpoints, building

“mutual authentication”. For

attackers around the world;

troller. Usually, an attacker

sumption, electromagnetic

performance of these dif-

a strict symbiosis with each

both of these options, the

ranging from amateurs to

would try to force a chip to

induction, irradiation of the

ferent controllers may vary

other. The security concepts

security

consummate professionals.

make a wrong decision (for

chip surface with visible

by orders of magnitude, it is

of modern Infineon chip card

have to carry an individual

“Fault

attacks”

example to accept a wrong

light or by using radioactive

extremely important that the

controllers are based on three

secret key, which is used for

(also called “semi-invasive

entry authentication code),

materials, and changes of

security level is checked by

lines of defense:

the check operation – but if

attacks”), have become a

allowing access to the secret

temperature

2).

independent evaluation and

• Preventing

it became known publicly,

major focus for both the secu-

data stored in its memory.

Some of these methods can

certification. Chips that are

security would be breached.

rity evaluation and certifica-

be performed using low-cost

currently used in National

Therefore, these chips also

tion of security controllers.

Another interesting variant

equipment, which make

ID

is the “memory dump“ –

them an ideal choice for

passports

to

• Measures against faulty

amateur attackers.

extensive security tests before

behavior of the security

their use is approved, but

controller.

controller

chips

Induction

need to be protected against

28

environmental

(see

Fig.

cards

and
are

electronic
subject

induction

of

faults;
• Detecting

fault-inducing

conditions;

the illegal reading of secret

Integrated circuits that are

instead of giving out its

authentication keys.

used as smart card controllers

non-secret identification data

are usually made of silicon

only, the security controller

Although

So the target for a chip man-

wafers. The electrical behavior

would, after a fault induction

against

are

ty tests may vary for different

Filtering the power supply

ufacturer is to set up effec-

of silicon, in turn, may differ

attack, output much more

available in datasheets for

ID systems used in different

and the input signals acts as

tive,

upon exposure to different

data, including parts of the

today’s security controllers,

countries.

a first barrier; fast reacting 

tested

and

CAUSE & EFFECT

certified

INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES AG

countermeasures
such

attacks

the standards for these securi-
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 stabilizers are used to block

security controller core itself.

means that the data stored

information

secret

on the type of operation and

verification.

voltage transients in specific

Hardware countermeasures,

on the chip itself is encrypted

data (such as authentication

the data processed inside

decision to develop its own

boundaries.

in combination with soft-

using a strong cryptographic

keys), by carefully observ-

a chip. Utilizing the “tim-

cores is linked with other

the

ware, are used to yield an

algorithm, so that an attacker,

ing the parameters under

ing attacks”, the duration of

considerations, the advan-

clock supply are blocked.

effective third barrier. The

even if he could get hold of

which a chip is operating. In

an operation is analyzed –

tages usually become vis-

If, for example, the security

combination of hardware and

such data, would only yield

the case of power analysis

depending on the data which

ible immediately after the

controller is attacked using

software is essential, as pure

useless information. On the

(SPA – simple power analy-

is processed or depending on

first security tests have been

very high voltage alterations,

software

countermeasures

other hand, an active shield

sis, DPA – differential power

the secret keys that are used,

performed.

which cannot be blocked just

could in some cases be the

can be used to build an effec-

analysis or EMA – elec-

the timing may vary and this

measures and security fea-

by the regulation system,

target of fault attacks them-

tive barrier against the attack

tromagnetic

can be used for an effective

tures are tested thoroughly

sensors

selves.

itself. In this case, microm-

attacker tries to extract this

attack.

by the manufacturer, using

eter-fine

lines

information from the power

cover the security controller.

consumption or electromag-

They are under constant

netic emanation that can be
higher or lower, depending

anomalies

Also,

some

concerning

are

implemented

as a part of the second barrier. If a sensor detects criti-

Physical Attacks

cal values for environmental

protective

about

analysis),

the

Although

The

the

counter-

the most advanced attack
Past, Present and Future

technologies

for

checking

products. Independent secuIf the vast variety of attacks is

rity evaluation and certifica-

is initiated if one of these

taken into account, it is clear

tion is of eminent importance

silicon chip in a more direct

lines is short-circuited with

that an effective protection

to prove the value of the tar-

check the power supply, clock

way – for example by con-

another, cut or damaged.

against present and future

geted security level.

sensors look for frequency

necting the signal lines on

Using

attacks requires an integral

anomalies, temperature and

a microcontroller with the

counter measures

light sensors check for optical

attacker’s electronic equip-

and temperature attacks. As

parameters, an alarm is trig-

An attacker could also try to

supervision and an alarm

gered to set the chip card to a

manipulate the circuits on a

secure state. Voltage sensors

such

multi-level

security concept. Infineon

Research in the fields of

physical attacks gives an

decided

both

ment, subsequently reading

appropriate protection even

own, high-security processor

and countermeasures never

optical attacks can also be

out secret data transmitted

against

cores for use in chip card

stops. Attack scenarios of

performed through the chip’s

on lines or injecting his own

equipment.

products. Both security and

the future have to be taken

reverse

optical

data into the chip. To counteract

performance get the highest

into

sensors are effective against

these physical attacks, in the

prioritization

the

by designing new secure

irradiation on both surfaces.

first instance it is important

research and product devel-

products that give efficient

The third barrier is built

to use chip-internal encryp-

Using side channel methods,

opment process, as well as

protection against the attacks

up from the design of the

tion of the memories, which

an attacker tries to gain

during security testing and

of tomorrow.

side,

the

high-level

against

attack

Side-Channel Attacks

to

develop

during

its

attack

account

methodology

right

now,

Fig. 3: Physical attacks using a probing-station.
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 A STRONG COMBINATION

and contactless smart cards,

Driving Forces in the

and government-wide identi-

as well as PINpad and bio-

United States

fication badges to all federal

PHYSICAL AND LOGICAL ACCESS CONTROL

metrics reader capabilities.

By Dr. Manfred Müller, Vice President Marketing,

When implemented consist-

A

behind

to enhance security, increase

SCM Microsystems GmbH

ently and properly, a smart

today’s advanced access con-

efficiency and reduce identity

card based physical access

trol systems using smart card

fraud, whilst protecting per-

control system provides a

credentials is the U.S. gov-

sonal privacy. The card veri-

strong defense in protect-

ernment. In this sector there

fies the identity of the holder,

ing an organization’s physical

are two strong drivers creat-

and must be readable by all

assets.

ing a high degree of interest

agencies no matter which one

in both physical and logical

has issued it. With a deadline

Logical access systems that

access control and the use of

of October 27th 2006, the

protect networks or PCs from

smart cards in these appli-

cards will soon be issued to

unauthorized

are

cations: the Homeland Sec-

12 million federal employees

very similar in their make up

urity Presidential Directive

and contractors under the

to physical access control

12 (HSPD-12) and the Sec-

Personal Identity Verification

systems. Combining physi-

ure Network Directive of

(PIV) project. The card will

cal and logical access lever-

the Department of Defense

be used for both physical

ages the advantages of both

(DoD).

and logical access, will have

Businesses and governments around the world
have become increasingly concerned about
protecting their proprietary information – many
have implemented logical access control
systems based on smart cards or other credentials
to prevent unauthorized access to sensitive
data or networks. Moreover, defending our most
basic physical perimeters has become a top
priority in a post 9/11 world, from border crossings
to buildings to individual rooms. Physical access
control systems are becoming aligned with newer
technologies and applications to identify and
authenticate individuals. For many organizations,
combining physical and logical access control in
one integrated system is the key to keeping
costs low while dramatically increasing security.
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access

employees and contractors
major

catalyst

applications cost effectively;
both

in

terms

of

both contact and contactless

initial

The “Policy for a Common

interface and will carry two

system setup and ongoing

Identification Standard for

fingerprint templates on the

maintenance.

Federal

chip and a facial image on

With

some

Employees

and

careful planning, both sys-

Contractors,” HSPD-12 was

tems can be integrated into

developed

and

reduce the potential for ter-

The second driver of smart

common

rorist attacks. Under HSPD-

card-based access control is
the Secure Network Directive

to

compatibility and flexibility

one

systems protecting buildings,

in mind, so the access reader

managed

borders or other points of

typically supports multiple

credentials, as well as com-

12,

access are designed with

interfaces, including contact

mon IT staff and resources.

plans to issue interoperable

of the DoD. Since late 2002, 

A STRONG COMBINATION – PHYSICAL AND LOGICAL ACCESS CONTROL
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SCM MICROSYSTEMS GMBH

system

9/11

The newest physical access

GOVERNMENT SECURITY | ACCESS CONTROL

security

after

the card.

using

the

U.S.

government

 the

distributed

continue to accommodate the

points to 148, including addi-

months. These cards will

made in logical access and

which to build integrated

about 10 million Common

legacy CAC cards until they

tional buildings on campus.

comply with both contact

the perfect platform from

secure access systems.

Access Cards (CAC) to U.S.

are replaced.

They also wanted to ensure

and contactless interfaces

that the CAC card could be

under FIPS-201* which will

Implementing a Physical

used to access buildings and

allow Air Force personnel to

Access System

individual offices.

use one card throughout the

DoD

has

military personnel and contractors,

providing

secure

access to PCs and networks.

facility for both logical and
The Air Force Institute of

This objective was accom-

will have an enhanced role

Technology (AFIT) in Ohio is

plished by installing physical

as multi-purpose identifica-

a fully accredited institution

access

tion cards for military and

of higher learning, focused

(PACT) from SCM Micro-

other government personnel

on technology and science –

systems that support both

Physical access control is but

to

logon,

hence, there are many sensi-

contact and contactless smart

the latest wave in an ongoing

secure building access and

tive research labs that need

cards. The terminals are able

struggle to strengthen safe-

other applications. The cards

to be secured within the

to read the contact chip of the

guards and to protect infor-

already meet many of the

campus.

CAC cards already in use –

mation and personnel. While

so the objective of creating

these new systems bring

enable

secure

security requirements of the
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physical access.

Under HSPD-12, CAC cards

control

terminals

Conclusion

new HSPD-12 specification,

The Institute was already

a physical and logical access

with them wonderful new

but are not interoperable;

equipped with a basic physi-

system using one card was

authentication

hence, new cards will have

cal access system covering

accomplished. This has saved

they are also flexible enough

to be deployed. With more

60 access points. In addition,

both time and money for the

to accommodate the transi-

than three million CAC cards

most of the faculty, staff and

project, and eliminated the

tional nature of credentials in

currently in use, the DoD

students had already been

ongoing

issuing

the marketplace and to antic-

must keep the existing cards

issued

Access

and maintaining a second

ipate future developments.

operational during the transi-

Cards

logon

card system. Furthermore,

As a result, they are both a

tion. This means that newer

to computers or networks.

the terminals support the

cost effective complement

physical

systems

When AFIT updated their

new

to the investments already

which use contactless, rather

physical access system, they

CAC

than contact interfaces, must

expanded the initial access

distribution in the next few

access
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Common
to

securely

costs

of

contactless
cards

interface

planned

SCM MICROSYSTEMS GMBH

technology,

for
* The Federal Information Processing Standard 201 (FIPS-201) describes the specifications with which the HSPD-12 directive must comply.
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 EXTENDED ACCESS

A CHANGE

CONTROL – THE NEXT
STEP TOWARDS HIGHER
SECURITY

IS COMING…

By Iris Köpke, Manager Media Relations, Bundesdruckerei GmbH

At the end of June 2006, the EU Commission
adopted the technological specifications for
fingerprint data storage in electronic passports.
This means that within the next three years all
Member States will be obliged to protect their
citizens’ sensitive biometric data using EAC
(Extended Access Control). During this year’s
football World Cup, Berlin’s Bundesdruckerei
demonstrated the suitability of extended access
protection for practical applications.

36

Extended Access Control

on large screens. Bundes-

for Practical Solutions

druckerei supported adidas at

Everyday in the “adidas –

the staff entrance by providing

world of football” arena,

a highly innovative biometric

located directly in front of the

access control system, which

Reichstag building in Berlin,

demonstrated the suitability

several thousands of viewers

of Extended Access Control

watched

for practical usage.
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the

World

Cup

BUNDESDRUCKEREI GMBH



Sport
(DSM),

Marketing

GmbH

Bundesdruckerei

B E PA RT O F I T.

equipped “Deutsches Haus”
with a biometric accreditation
system. During the Games,
“Deutsches Haus” was a
meeting point for German
athletes, functionaries, politicians, journalists and business partners. “These special
projects

provide

us

with

an excellent opportunity to
present individual components of our high-security ID
 “In November 2005, as the
general contractor for the

CEO

of

Bundesdruckerei

GmbH.

systems and to win acceptance for biometric technol-

German ePassport project, we

ogy”, explains Mr. Hamann.

were able to assist Germany,

This

first

Bundesdruckerei was able

as one of the first Member

time that Bundesdruckerei

to reach both of these goals

States

the

used

international

with its latest project. For the

the

sports event to demonstrate

duration of the World Cup,

International Civil Aviation

complex security systems.

around 19,000 verifications

Organization (ICAO). The time

The

systems

were carried out at the staff

had come to prove that we

supplier was also involved

entrance to the “adidas –

could implement the next

in

world of football” arena.

higher security level that is

systems

foreseen as the second phase

Games in both Athens in

This was the world’s first ever

With over 45 members and an increased industry presence, the Silicon Trust is now the benchmark

of the ePassport project”,

2004 and Turin in 2006.

access control system using

partner alliance for silicon-based security.

emphasizes Ulrich Hamann,

Commissioned by Deutsche

chip cards, which complied 

to

implement

recommendations

of

was

a

not

top

the

Berlin-based

state-of-the-art
at

the

access
Olympic

Th e S i l i c o n Tru s t c o n t i n u e s t o e x pa n d .

Can you afford not to be part of the industry’s future?

www.silicon-trust.com
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 with the second-generation

authenticity

the

data

reading devices with pre-

supplement these. In the

of high-security technology”,
Mr. Hamann explains.

standards of the ICAO imple-

and

access

cisely defined access rights

future, the entire reading

menting EAC. At the same

are checked. In order to

can access the data stored

process

time as the project was

encrypt

the

on the chip – and especially

ePassport will always be

EAC – Technology of the

being rolled out in Berlin, the

protected data, asymmetric

the digitized information of

carried out in three consecu-

Future

EU Commission adopted the

cryptographic methods are

the scanned fingerprints. For

tive steps, i.e. BAC, chip

amended access mechanism

used, based on complicated

this purpose, the authoriza-

authentication and terminal

Bundesdruckerei

as a binding method of pro-

interaction between public

tion certificate of the read-

authentication.

doubts whatsoever regarding

tection for fingerprint data in

and

Chip

ing device is automatically

European travel documents.

authentication is the first

checked in the communica-

A precondition for this highly

ability for practical applica-

step for establishing secure

tion

between

complex ID security system is

tion and its future capability.

The latest generation of access

communication between the

chip and reading device.

the distribution and issuing

Functions like safe protection

control reliably ensures that

chip and reading device and

Whether a reading device

of officially certified access

against unauthorized access

access is granted to authorized

an implicit authenticity check

is authorized to access the

authorization, which is organ-

to sensitive data, stronger

persons only. In addition to

of the information stored is

data is exclusively deter-

ized within a three-stage

encryption of electronic com-

this, a new standard was

carried out. However, only

mined by the decision-mak-

Public

Infrastructure

munications or digital copy

reached for protecting per-

a “genuine” chip, i.e. a chip

ing authority of the country

(PKI). “Together with our

protection are also becoming

sonal data: using this system,

that has an individual key

issuing the passport and/

subsidiary D-TRUST, which

more important in the world

personal data remains under

pair comprising of a private

or

Verifying

is the only German trust

of private business. Ulrich

the exclusive control of the

and a public key, is capable

Certification Authority (CVCA)

center which can issue both

Hamann: “A tailor-made solu-

user and is safely protected

of

which

executive

qualified

certificates

and

tion is required for each and

against theft, even if the

the reading device. Chip

national authority for issuing

qualified

certificates

with

every project where smooth

biometric document is lost.

authentication

authorization certificates.

voluntary supplier accredi-

procedures are vital together

tation, we are in a particu-

with high security require-

authorization

How Does EAC Work?

and

private

decrypt

keys.

communicating

antees
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of

also

automatic

with

guar-

established

the

Country

is

the

“copy

for

a

biometric

has

no

EAC, both in terms of its suit-

Key

protection” of the content

The

EAC

larly strong position when it

ments. We have proven that

stored on the chip. The second

will not make the security

comes to innovative PKI solu-

our ID security solutions can

At the core of EAC tech-

step in the process is ter-

mechanisms of fundamental

tions. This gives us the com-

mean a huge gain in security

nology is the authentication

minal authentication. This

Basis Access Control (BAC)

petence to create solutions

for many people in many very

method via which both the

ensures that only authorized

obsolete, but will instead

along the entire value chain

different areas.”
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 KEEPING SENSITIVE

at Hagen University, with

to students and employees.

more and more students

It took the form of auto-

making use of the university’s

matic SSL certification, no

virtual offerings every day. To

longer requiring a personal

guarantee maximum data pro-

appearance on the Hagen

eTOKEN GOES THE DISTANCE FOR
FERNUNIVERSITÄT HAGEN IN GERMANY

tection, this center of higher

campus.

By Dr. Peter Schill, eToken Channel Manager Germany,

on state-of-the-art security

The Technical Challenge:

Aladdin Knowledge Systems

technologies.

User Identification

Making Data Protection

The main issue in the plan-

Top Priority

ning phase of the automatic

DATA SAFE IN DISTANCE
LEARNING

Administrators at the Hagen University of
Distance Learning (FernUniversität in Hagen)
knew that going online was necessary for
the survival of a distance learning program in
a high-tech age. However, university officials
also knew that for the program to be successful,
it had to be done securely and the biggest
challenge was keeping sensitive data safe.

certification routine was how
Infrastructure

to guarantee definite identi-

(PKI) has been an invaluable

fication of PKI participants,

tool for ensuring that data

without their personal pres-

remains

Since

ence. Users are identified on

1996, Hagen University has

the basis of existing records

a second step, the password

tificates to access protect-

been involved in a project

in the user database. To

was added to the address

ed services from changing

testing PKI solutions for the

obtain a certificate, students

record. Once the student had

workplaces. This also meant

Public

Key

protected.

Students’ personal data, les-

firewalls and special access

German Research Network

had to access the college

obtained the password, he

that, as a form of digital iden-

son content, test results and

rights. External data pro-

(Deutsches Forschungsnetz).

website from their preferred

could use another web form

tity authentication, the cer-

administrative

information

tection, however, for those

The project required struc-

Internet workplace and enter

to apply for a certificate.

tificate had to be protected

had to be made available

accessing data from outside

turing web-supported certi-

their registration numbers.

online. At the same time, the

the university, was a more

fication services as simply

The web server retrieved the

Meeting the needs of the

ing or use. The project team

data had to be protected from

complex problem.

as possible for the user and

corresponding record from

distance learning program

concluded that these require-

developing

automatic

the user database, generated

meant that the certificate

ments could best be fulfilled

unauthorized access, change

42

education has come to rely

an

against unauthorized copy-

or theft. Internal data pro-

Today online studies have

certification routine to issue

a password and sent it by

had to be flexible. Users had

through the use of smart card

tection could be provided by

become standard procedure

authentication

mail to the address found. In

to be able to use their cer-

functionality.
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 The Solution

ment across the board was

and cost-effective than a

hindered by the inflexible

conventional smart card in

officials

software certificate memory.

which the reader had to be

realized that the eToken from

eToken’s transparency and

moved from system to sys-

Aladdin was the logical alter-

flexibility ensured that this

tem or several card readers

native to conventional smart

was no longer an issue.

had to be purchased.”

Hagen and eToken Look

Other uses of eToken for

Toward the Future

secure

Hagen

University

card systems. Unlike other
systems,

eToken

did

not

require an additional reader

already

and had its own smart card

authentication
being

tested

are
in

chip built-in. The eToken

Henning Mohren, leader of

Hagen, with a final goal of

could also be directly inte-

the PKI project at Hagen, was

single sign-on. When this

grated in existing smart card

extremely satisfied. “In eTo-

is implemented, users will

applications using standards

ken, we found a solution that

be able to securely logon to

PC/SC, PKCS#11 and MSCapi.

could easily be integrated

different applications using

into our PKI,” he explained.

their eTokens and eToken

Since 1997, x.509 certificates

“While providing the same

passwords. From a digital

in software format had been

level of performance, the use

security standpoint, Hagen

Hagen’s primary authenti-

of eToken on several systems

is now well-equipped for the

cation method, but deploy-

was more practical, flexible,

foreseeable future.

eTOKEN GAVE HAGEN UNIVERSITY TWO IMPORTANT ADVANTAGES:
• Security – By replacing software certificates with eToken, Hagen ensured secure two-factor
authentication. With user certificates safely stored on eToken, they could not be misused once
the eToken was removed from the USB port;
• Flexibility – With the implementation of eToken, users were no longer bound to a specific workplace or browser. The certificate stored on the eToken would be available to every browser
(Microsoft, Netscape or Mozilla) installed on the operating system.
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 BLOOD ID – TRACKING

units have to be discarded
each year, which represents

AND TRACING BLOOD BAGS
FROM “VEIN TO VEIN”

an economic value of nearly
€ 1 million.

By Thomas Wagner, MD, MSc, Associate Professor, Senior Scientist,

During the various steps of

Dept. of Blood Group Serology and Transfusion Medicine, Medical

the process, including blood

University Graz, Austria

donation, processing, testing, distribution, storage and

Blood and blood products are categorized as
pharmaceutical drugs in Austria and have to be
produced under Current Good Manufacturing
Practice (cGMP) conditions. Due to decreasing
blood donation levels, blood products are
becoming a more and more limited resource,
with red blood cell units having a shelf life
of only 42 days. The original blood sample is
subjected to further processing to get
standard blood products such as red blood cell
units, platelet concentrates and plasma.

RFID Technology is the Key

46

transfusion of blood products, different temperature

Fig. 1: The given temperatures are shown along the entire blood product process chain

profiles have to be complied
with (see Fig. 1). Additionally,

soon. Due mainly to econom-

as well as blood products

processing

very

ic reasons, transponder reuse

and patients. It will close

rough environmental condi-

in a refund system has to be

the entire transfusion chain

tions for RFID systems, such

taken into consideration.

(from vein to vein) and trans-

includes

mit events to the haemovigi-

as pasteurization, centrifugation and irradiation. The

How the Technology

use of temperature-monitor-

will Work

lance register, if required.

A first milestone in our

ing RFID labels meeting the
with cGMP guidelines and

defined specification requires

The aim of this project is

project was the evaluation of

future EU directives on blood

the development of reliable

to develop a range of RFID

the feasibility and drop-out

gle item based semi active

products. One major benefit

electronic components, novel

tags for both the tracing of

rate of passive RFID labels in

RFIDs

of such a system is the reduc-

interconnection

solutions,

blood products from donor

a routine blood bank setting.

(Radio

Frequency

To maintain cell viability,

Identification)

been

tion of red blood cell units

and a modified battery tech-

to recipient, and close tem-

Different passive RFID labels

blood products have to be

found to be the most state-of-

discarded due to improper

nology.

development

perature monitoring. It will

were attached to the RBC

stored under stringent con-

the-art approach to a temper-

temperature monitoring. In

process has been largely

increase safety by reducing

container

ditions, mainly in respect to

ature monitoring track and

Austria, almost 10,000 such

completed, and first tests

the mistaken identity rate for

primary label, directly before

temperature. Therefore, sin-

trace solution, in accordance

uncontrolled red blood cell

using active RFID will start

blood bags and pilot tubes,

the pasteurization step took 
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underneath

the

47

Fig. 2: Rough environmental conditions for RFID
systems during centrifugation

 place. With the use of proper

Mouvaux,

Conclusion

Germany. This process is

form and the hospital appli-

have been tested under these

already underway and first

cations are to be provided

France – responsible for

With a semiactive RFID-based

harsh environmental condi-

experiments

with an authorization system.

the

an

temperature monitoring tag,

tions by Schweizer Electronic

active RFID on the target

RFID-based blood container

the consortium will be able

AG and the most robust

platform will start in the near

Siemens AG Österreich imple-

system;

to fullfill the requirements

rechargeable battery tech-

future. The results of this

mented an RFID temperature

nology was customized to

project will help to improve

framework for this project

fit all process requirements.

quality,

wastage

Subsequently, the tempera-

battery

using

semi

development

of

of blood products tracking
Österreich

and tracing from the vein of

which abstracts readers and

Vienna, Austria – consor-

the donor to the vein of the

of blood products due to

different temperature sensors

tium leader, responsible

patient. Furthermore, a contin-

ture monitoring system will

improper storage, and avoid

and secures the consistency

for implementation of the

uous temperature monitoring

be assembled with the bat-

incorrect transfusions.

measures. Due to this sepa-

track and trace solution;

during the entire blood product

reduce

• Siemens

AG

lifecycle will be achieved.

ration of the real and virtual

tery system and modified
How Data will be Handled

world, new readers or sensors

• Schweizer Electronic AG,

The full implementation in a

can be integrated, by modi-

Schramberg, Germany –

customer specific software

The idea behind the use of

fying the framework instead

responsible for development

and hardware solution guar-

bags of MacoPharma and

temperature transponders is

of the overall customer soft-

and supply of temperature

antees a major step towards a

containers were shipped to

tested under routine blood

to use them as a distributed

ware solution.

monitoring tag.

zero failure quality strategy.

the blood bank and subse-

bank conditions (see Fig. 3).

database. The transponder

quently used in a routine hos-

After successful tests in the

memory is replicated in the

This project is being conducted

pital setting. One critical step

Department of Blood Group

IT infrastructure to allow

in a consortium including the

with respect to tag survival

Serology

operations in the absence of

following four partners:

was centrifugation at approx-

Medicine, Medical University

imately 4000g for 10 minutes

Graz, Austria, this modi-

(see Fig. 2). Another one

fied blood bag system will

The temperature, as well as

Serology and Transfusion

was irradiation with 30 Gy

be approved for commercial

the track and trace data, are

Medicine

Cs. Additionally, in

use by different health care

not subject to data privacy

Medical University Graz,

an experimental setting, irra-

authorities, such as the min-

concerns. As a matter of

Austria – responsible for

diation was repeated until

istry of health in Austria and

course all necessary personal

the medical expert advice

tags lost their function.

the Paul Ehrlich Institute in

data has to be stored in coded

and the practical application;

hard and software, different

interconnection

test points were defined to

This semi active RFID will

analyze the correct function-

be integrated in the blood

ing of the tags. The blood

using
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• MacoPharma,

systems

Different

137
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solutions.

Transfusion

the physical object.
• Department of Blood Group

MEDICAL UNIVERSITY GRAZ

(blood

bank),

Fig. 3: RFID integrated in the blood bags
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 BIOMETRICS –
AUTHENTICATION
ON THE MOVE
By Christian Parnitzke, Sales Manager Biometrics Center, Siemens AG

There is an increasing interest in biometric
solutions, given the focus on innovative
security concepts in the face of new global
threat scenarios. According to experts,
the worldwide biometrics market is expected
to reach a sales volume of $ 4.7 billion by 2009,
with the overall project volume related to
biometrics solutions being estimated far higher.

Austria, which focuses on five

Louis hospital is well on the

typical sectors like financial,

way to achieving its aim of

travel and transport, games

becoming “paperless” by the

and leisure and the public

end of 2007 and by the end of

sector for biometric applica-

this year, it will have taken a

tions. One such application

key step by deploying around

is healthcare and the Saint-

sixty tablet PCs in its six

Louis hospital in Ettelbruck

care units.

Luxembourg is using the
Siemens solution for finger-

The project is headed by

print access control.

Siemens Business Services,
and is currently in its pilot

Open Sesame: Fingerprint

phase, covering only the direct

Access at St. Louis Hospital

distribution

medication

to patients from the central
In an environment where

pharmacy on the basis of

nursing

other

doctors’ prescriptions. Bio-

staff

and

The market for biometrics is

the mobile phone. According

employees are by nature

metrics ensure that this pro-

growing by more than 35%

to the International Biometric

highly mobile, the Saint-Louis

cedure is secure.

annually,

Group, fingerprint scanning

hospital in Ettelbruck has

based biometrics being the

and

fingerprint

opted for biometrics over all

Utilizing biometrics in this

most widely used technology

identification

techniques

other identification methods,

way is far from exclusive:

in the world. But with

account for almost 75% of

to access patient data at the

indeed the use of biometrics

increased affordability, more

the global biometrics market.

touch of a finger. The Saint-

has been gradually spreading

sophisticated solutions are

Facial, hand, iris and voice

since 2004. The latest depart-

also emerging. Within the

recognition follow.

ment to start using them is

with

fingerprint

automatic

admissions, which has long

next few years, fingerprint

50

of

readers will be commonplace

Recently, Siemens opened the

used paper to manage the

and as much a way of life as

Biometrics Center in Graz

different types of scheduled 
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 and

admis-

In addition to enabling staff

security

com-

tified (computer, card, code,

sions. Information from mul-

to be authenticated more

prised with people writing

etc.) rather than the person

tiple sources was collated

easily, biometrics also allow

down their code. Biometric

themselves. Yet it makes

in a large register open to

the process to be speeded

methods allow reliable authen-

more sense to authenticate

everyone. In short, organiza-

up, which benefits everyone.

tication, unlike passwords

a person than a machine.

tion and monitoring were not

Before opting for biometrics,

or cards (badges) which can

Hence the use of biometric
recognition technologies.

unscheduled

without risk.

Mobile Technology

52

potentially

in productivity gains, espe-

gains are real – which has

the Saint-Louis hospital ana-

be used by unauthorized

cially as nursing staff are by

encouraged staff to stick to

lyzed and tested various dif-

third parties. A system is

nature highly mobile.

the biometrics concept even

ferent technologies, including

only ever as secure as its

though it could have been

smart cards (in a badge),

weakest link and the weak

Conclusion

The Saint-Louis hospital opted

With mobility in mind, the

perceived as “spying” – the

but concluded that the dis-

link is more often that not, a

Siemens believes that such

for biometrics when it moved

Saint-Louis hospital opted

Saint-Louis hospital’s main

advantage of any physical

human one.

technology is simple and

into a new building in 2003.

for

architecture.

objective was to protect data.

medium was that it could be

The aim was to deploy a simple

Wherever they are, author-

Taking blood samples is a

lost. “Our staff are always on

In most companies, pass-

a previously unrivaled level

identity management solution

ized members of staff can

good example of this.

the go. Doctors and nurses

words have to be changed

of security in conjunction

which ensured that data

access real-time secure infor-

are highly mobile, so there’s

regularly and must contain

with existing traditional sys-

was fully protected, simple

mation at any time, irrespec-

Biometrics Versus

a risk of losing badges,” says

at least 8 characters, with

tems. Biometric technology

and also more productive.

tive of the type of workstation

Traditional

Daniel Schartz, head of IT

a combination of upper and

is particularly user-friendly

According to hospital sources,

and connection. In this archi-

Authentication Methods

security. “In addition, some

lower case letters and num-

and constitutes a key ele-

consulting doctors have to

tecture, biometrics is the key

doctors also work outside

bers. The aim is to block

ment of any current and

identify themselves more than

which facilitates and accel-

For organizational reasons

the

environment

decoding software which can

future security system. And

a hundred times in the course

erates access to data with-

samples are taken in the

and need to be able to gain

sweep through all the words

following the success in cur-

of a day; when taking the

out threatening security. It

morning, which means that

access to their patients’ files

in a dictionary in a very short

rent projects, biometrics will

patient’s history, establish-

is possible to start a session

the

department

as easily and as securely as

time. This protection may

certainly be applied to a wide

ing a diagnosis, prescribing

at a particular location, then

almost

saturation

possible.” In its initial thinking,

not be sufficient for access

range of other applications

treatment, examining any

break off and continue later,

point at certain times of the

the

hospital

to sensitive applications. In

such as access control, time

radiology findings and labo-

for example when something

day. Obviously, to ensure

had rejected the traditional

addition, the common fault in

management, secure inter-

ratory tests. Using biometrics

more urgent needs immediate

traceability, it is necessary to

“password”, as access codes

all authentication systems is

net payment and computer

instead of passwords results

attention. While productivity

know who took the sample.

are frequently forgotten and

that an object is being iden-

login.
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hospital

Saint-Louis

easy for users, and provides
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 THE RIGHTS TO

clarified. This article will
explore the historical back-

A DIGITAL IDENTITY

ground of the ePassport

By Omid Aval, CEO & Simon Corell IT- Security Manager,

and hopefully inform those

Smarticware AB

involved in the process of
implementing smart card
based eID services in other

ePassports and eIDs are two of the most
controversial subjects currently under
discussion by governments. The implementation
of eID cards creates mixed feelings all
over the world. Depending on both history
and culture, we all have very different
attitudes to the small, credit card like documents
that will be used.

countries, about the possibilities available.

In Sweden, in 1986, The
Teletrust* organization, made
up of individuals from the
Swedish

Armed

Forces,

healthcare, postal service,
banks and various software

A traditional passport has

‘container’ for your Digital

companies, brought about

previously

accepted

Identity. Sweden has taken

the idea of using asymmetric

because everybody knows

the first step in this direc-

encryption

how and why it is used. The

tion, but not yet fully accom-

electronic, or digital signa-

Schengen Agreement cleared

plished the level of function-

tures.

the way for a more general

ality and infrastructure that

believed

use of national ID cards as

is needed.

solution must be socially

been

The
that

producing

organization
a

trusted

acceptable, legally compli-

a travel document; and the

54

for

cards can hold a chip for your

The physical document and

ant and technically possible.

Digital Identity. A Schengen

the key management are in

This concept became known

eID card equipped with such

place, but the political cour-

as “The Teletrust Token” – a

a chip (normally ISO 7816.15

age, and even more impor-

physical devise and a secure

contact chip) is a perfect

tantly, visions, are still being

container for your asymmet- 
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 ric private key. The Swedish

A Good Reason

improvement by synergies.

Post Office and banks were

to Take the

We

already

Next Step

with

trusted

issuers

these

been

working

questions

in

Smarticware for some time

of ID cards, therefore the
“token” soon became part of

For most of us, advanced

and have found that authori-

the national standardization

technology is part of our

ties in many countries are

work and since 1996 there

daily lives, so logically we

showing a growing interest.

has been a Swedish stand-

should be using such tech-

ard for electronic ID cards

nologies in our identification

that can be used for physical

processes.

as well as digital identifica-

Directive on Electronic Sig-

tion.

The Swedish ID Card has

Why the ePassport Card?

Fig. 1: An example of a Swedish National eID Card

Easy to use: You need a card

Credentials

for

and other authorities could

Encryption keys for everyone:

reader of course, but that is

specific use: Different coun-

ask for a better access control

natures was prepared, it cre-

The Swedish ePassport Card

hardly a major problem or cost

tries are using different ways

by service suppliers on the

ated a big debate on the need

is issued with two key pairs.

today. By physically moving

to uniquely identify national

Internet – and this can be

for anonymous certificates.

This means that all citizens,

your keys from one computer to

citizens

done without giving away

dependent upon age have the

another it is easier to use your

information

right to encryption keys.

keys in many places (at the

encryption keys. In Sweden,

office and back home) and you

a unique personal number is

know where the keys are.

used.

When

the

EU

2 chips and 2 functions
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have

limited

and
is

how

such

linked

to

(see Fig.1). One, ISO 7816

Ten years ago a cartoon from

Contactbased and two, ISO

‘The New Yorker’ illustrates

14 4 4 3

Contacless- Ch ip.

a scene where one dog tells

Easy to understand: A card

This article only covers the

another: “On the Internet

is a physical document that

contact

The

no one knows that you are

is easy to understand. The

The synergies: The basic

Key ownership: A neutral

Swedish standard includes

a dog”. Since then, many

first basic service is digital

features, electronic identifi-

secure ‘container’ will make

two

for

improvements have already

identification, whereby the

cation and signing, pave the

a difference on the market. If

identification and one for

been implemented – docu-

chip gives the cardholder a

way for a new service that

the cardholder owns the keys

signing documents. As long

ments like the Schengen

secure container that can be

can be downloaded in a few

he or she can ask for new

as you abide by the key

ePassport

equipped

read with a card reader. It is

seconds from the Internet.

services on an open market

usage rule, you may produce

with a contact chip (like the

easy to understand and guide

The procedure makes it easy

and add them to the certifi-

secondary certificates based

Swedish card), can make a

the user on how to handle

to download the certificate

cate list in the chip. If use-

on the two key pairs secured

real change and are a good

different certificates listed

directly into your smart card

ful certificates are available

by the chip.

step forward. The answer is

for various purposes.

connected to your computer.

on the market, legislators

based

key

part.

pairs,

one
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card,
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too much of your privacy.

* Please note that the organization
‘Teletrust Sweden’, which is referred to in
this document is not ‘TeleTrusT Germany e.V’,
a member of the Silicon Trust.
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 DOUBLE THE SECURITY

ments and physical elements.

COMBINING PHYSICAL AND LOGICAL SECURITY
ELEMENTS IN eIDENTITY DOCUMENTS

or attached to the document

Dr. Urs Fawer, Product Manager, Trüb AG

implemented by means of a

The latter are integrated into

body. The logical element is

smart card with contactless
interface, and a certified oper-

Passing through border control normally means
that the officer on duty examines the presented
travel document and evaluates the access authorization of the document bearer. For obvious
reasons, the document integrity deserves such
major attention. This article introduces the verification process that has recently been released
by the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) and discusses the concept of physical
and logical security elements in relation to the
individual verification steps.

ating system together with

Fig. 2: Portrait with PhotoLock™. Left: the security feature is invisible.
Right: oblique lighting activates the security element in the laser-engraved (darkened) zones.

a standardized logical data

Fig. 1). These threats are

pose, the issuing state dig-

structure. The security func-

successfully addressed by

itally signs the document

tionality is realized via cryp-

both electronic and physi-

security object which con-

tographic algorithms and

cal

tains a representation of the

certificates that are stored in

latter

the secure memory area.

duction of chemical reac-

Data Alteration

countermeasures.
includes

the

The
intro-

stored data.

tive supports, personaliza-

Document Reproduction

tion by means of laser and

or Unauthorized Copying

ink that penetrates into the
artworks

such

The

second

substantial

The manipulation of data

material,

is one of the most prevalent

as guilloche and rainbow

threat is counterfeiting by

These days, more and more

protection against different

forms of fraud. Classic meth-

print, holographic security

means of reproduction or

countries are rolling out

types of fraud. Privacy is a fur-

ods are mechanical or chemi-

elements, UV and IR inks,

unauthorized copying. Over

machine readable travel doc-

ther aspect that needs to be

cal erasures or collages (see

PhotoLock™ etc. (see Fig. 2).

the last few years, the pro-

uments containing a contact-

properly addressed in this con-

less chip, also referred to as

text, in order to establish con-

In the logical domain, the

ing”; the digital reproduc-

Electronic Machine Readable

fidence in documents with

Passive Authentication algo-

tion

Travel Documents (eMRTDs).

contactless chip technology.

rithm, which is mandatory

simple scanners and inkjet

according to ICAO regula-

printers, has become very

tection

A variety of security elements

of

against

“digifeit-

documents

using

are integrated into these docu-

Security elements can be

tions, guards the on-chip

important. Here, the need for

ments in order to achieve high

subdivided into logical ele-

data integrity. For this pur-

sophisticated technologies is 

Fig. 1: Example of a collage.
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 apparent and consequently

visual access. In the case of

Document Verification

chip.

security measures have been

passports, the booklet cover

Procedure

visual

introduced, such as color-

protects all sensitive infor-

shifting

mation.

the

and/or

acquired
electronic

biometric data, the acceptThe ICAO has just released

ance procedure leads to a

the document 9303-1, ed. 6,

decision on the admission of

For contactless electronic

2006, which comprises of the

the document owner.

documents,

situation

verification procedure as out-

Furthermore, the Active Au-

may look different, but is

lined in Fig. 3. The procedure

As depicted in Fig. 3 and vis-

thentication algorithm provides

actually very similar. Here,

is applicable for documents

ualized by the orange arrow,

a countermeasure against

Basic Access Control (BAC)

with and without a contact-

the eMRTD is even valid in

unauthorized copies of chip

requires that the machine

less chip. The implementation

the case that the contactless

and data. The authentica-

readable

is

of optional steps depends on

chip cannot be addressed

tion process of a copied chip

first read optically before

the regulations of the local

for whatever reasons (chip

will generate an alert. Active

the exchange of data can

border control authorities or

or antenna damaged, inter-

Fig. 3: Document Verification Procedure

Authentication has been stand-

begin. The communication

on the situation at hand.

operability issue, etc.). Here,

access verification procedures

detect counterfeits and thus

ardized by ICAO, however,

between chip and reader is

the acceptance is based on

associated with passports,

prevent unauthorized access.

as an optional feature.

then protected from eaves-

Let us consider the manda-

physical elements only. Also,

national identity cards, driv-

A well-designed document

dropping by means of secure

tory steps for the case where

a different verification proce-

ing licenses, or access cards.

helps the officers on duty

messaging. From a crypto-

an eMRTD with a work-

dure applies (handling non-

graphic point of view, some

ing contactless chip pass-

responding eMRTD). It can

This topic is probably the most

experts argue that the pro-

es all checks (green arrow

be expected that the latter

sensitive one in public and

tection of access control is

in Fig. 3). First, and of utmost

procedure is of a more rigor-

A study of threat models and

verified unambiguously at a

political opinion, especially

not strong enough. Yet, it is

importance,

security

ous nature and quite possi-

the

verification

secondary inspection level.

as biometric data is involved.

also argued that BAC intro-

features and physical integ-

bly, much less convenient for

procedures leads to the con-

It is the combination of these

For non-electronic documents,

duces a sufficiently high

rity of the document are

the document holder.

clusion that a wide range of

elements (both logical and

it is relatively simple: every

barrier against unwanted

checked. In the second step,

security elements need to be

physical), that ensures the

person is responsible for keep-

wireless access to the docu-

the inspection focuses on

Conceptually, these procedural

implemented in documents

highest security levels for

ing his or her travel docu-

ment holder’s data in every-

integrity and authentication

steps can be applied for a

from the identity, travel, or

these documents.

ments safe from unwanted

day situations.

of the data stored on the

variety of examination and

access domain in order to

inks,

holographic

devices, special inks, and
dynamic laser images (DLIs).

Privacy
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to make a reliable assessConclusion

ment and further allows the
document integrity to be

document
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 THINK PERSONALIZATION

port schemes as defined by

By Martin Beyerlein, VP Marketing, SAFE ID Solutions AG

governments worldwide as

ICAO can now be used by

an opportunity to examine
and review their tradition-

In a global economy where time is money and international travel is frequent, citizens need passports
like never before – and they need them quickly. The
24/7 culture and the ‘always on’ mentality is putting
huge pressure on governments, border controls and
law enforcement agencies, which must not only
improve security and safety, but must also do so in a
cost-effective and timely manner that causes minimal
disruption to citizens.

al passport personalization
processes.

Making the Right Choice

Every country is different, so
it is important that individual
passport agencies balance a
number of often divergent
criteria

The Challenge

62

when

considering

being rolled out, the stakes

using a new passport issu-

are becoming even higher,

ance system. Such considera-

For as long as modern pass-

with much more emphasis

tions should include, but are

ports have been in existence,

being placed on the pass-

not limited to:

governments

sought

port’s properties as a docu-

• Security of the whole process

efficient and secure methods

ment providing the highest

from application to issu-

of personalizing them. The

level of secure identifica-

ance;

stakes have always been

tion. But additional security

high: issue the passport effi-

must be provided without

ciently and securely and the

causing delay. Governments

individual has a document of

need to ensure that every

ture

real value as a secure iden-

stage of passport issuance

ments;

tification

worldwide.

is as robust as possible. The

Now that ePassports are

transformation to new pass-

tool

have
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• Historical and geopolitical
considerations;
• General and IT infrastruccapabilities/require-

• Systems efficiencies and
total ownership costs;

SAFE ID SOLUTIONS AG
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Central
Benefits

Drawbacks

Benefits

Drawbacks

 Easily upgradable
& sacaleable

 Can be labor
intensive

 Very secure

 Not citizen centric

 Ease of
implementation

 Potentially higher
security risk
compared to an
automated system

 Optimized
performance can
be achieved
with high passport
throughput

 Potentially high
passport-shipping
costs

 Lowest capital
expediture (capex)
 Logistic on booklet
production and
personalization
is easy

 Limited manual
intervention

for centralized personaliza-

level of customer satisfac-

they believe this can help

tion, arguing that costs can

tion required.

them maintain tighter control

be kept low because bigger

over the quality and the con-

economies

Understandably, the security

sistency of every aspect of

achieved when everything

of the whole process is of

the process. It is essential

is handled in one central

paramount concern to govern-

that the same stringent secu-

location.

ments – and ultimately this

rity standards are applied

tends to dominate the way

to each and every passport

There are no hard and fast

of

scale

are

Country characteristics

in which governments plan

issued, given the sheer num-

ways of deciding whether to

 Manpower readily available and cost
effective

 Security and return on investment is
overiding factor

their passport issuance solu-

bers issued by governments

adopt manual or automated

 Capital expenditure needs to be prioritized

 Trend towards centralization of
government services

tions.

annually: Australia issues

procedures: economics, their

around 1.2 million passports

value to stakeholders and

To Centralize or

each year; Germany an esti-

security are all important.

Decentralize / Manual

mated 2 million; South Africa

Although there is a general

1.1 million and the USA

trend

8.8 million.

personalization, the manual

Benefits

Drawbacks

Benefits

Drawbacks

 Flexibility

 Security in remote
locations

 Flexibility

 Capital intensive

 High customer
service

 Management of
book distribution
needs to be in
place

or Automated?

 Key infrastructure
needs to be in
place

When most authorities are

 High speed of
issuance
 High degree of
customer service

 Control of work
being undertaken
at multiple
locations across
multiple machines

 Optimized security

 Key infrastructure
needs to be in
place

Country characteristics
 Shared responsibility for passport
issuance between different regions or
government departments

 Shared responsibility for passport
issuance between different regions or
government departments

 Cost effective manpower readily available

 Innovative long term technology adopters

De-Central
Fig. 1: Safe ID Centralized/De-centralized, Manual/Automated Matrix
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towards

automated

approach is still used e.g. by

devolving government to the

Centralized personalization

Belgium in its centralized

regions and implementing

claims the advantage of a

system and by Italy, Turkey

e-government initiatives, it

simpler storage and logistics

and Spain in their decentral-

seems slightly unusual that

system.

ized services.

Country characteristics

Country characteristics
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ized personalization because

Country characteristics

Automated

Manual

 Implementation of
system updates

 Potentially sophisticated software
setup required to
log work being
undertaken on
multiple machines

 Limited flexibility

 • Response times and the

SAFE ID SOLUTIONS AG

the move with passports
seems to be in the opposite

Some

also

Fig. 1 describes benefits

direction, with many govern-

believe it is easier to train

and drawbacks of any com-

ments

greater

personnel on centralized sys-

bination between manual /

centralization. In Europe and

tems, because these all work

automated and centralized /

Africa, a number of govern-

in one place and deal with

decentralized approaches in

ments have opted for central-

only one process. Others opt

detail.

planning

THINK PERSONALIZATION

governments
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 Hybrid Systems

Some

countries

centralized
with

combine

personalization

decentralized

that some citizens may need

their passport personalized

alike seem to be keeping the

The new security features of

should also make appropri-

to make two round trips to

quickly, these are still sub-

myth alive that centralized

an ePassport should reduce

ate capital and operational

register for, and collect, their

stantially slower than the

personalization is the only

the risk of loss or fraud at

expenditure choices regard-

passports.

best decentralized services

truly secure process. While

remote management centers

ing manual and automated

where citizens collect their

it is certainly the case that

because the passports are

systems. The introduction

passports on the same day

centralization may be the

essentially locked until they

of ePassports should allow

as registration.

most logical route for some

are personalized by security-

us to rethink how person-

issu-

ance. Sweden, for example,

Costs and Benefits

has a history of centralized
personalization, but appli-

The advantages of central-

Furthermore, although pro-

nations, countries such as

cleared staff in multiple loca-

alization should take place.

cations and enrolment have

ized issuance are clear, but

ponents of centralized sys-

Spain and Italy do not have

tions and embassies world-

Governments

taken place at more than 300

there is sometimes a ten-

tems point to the economies

less

wide.

technology to enhance secu-

police stations throughout

dency to overlook some of

of scale achieved through

because they use decen-

the country. With the rollout

its weaknesses. For exam-

maintaining everything in

tralized

of ePassports the govern-

ple, any system that involves

one location, they often fail to

is because technology is

ment has decided to reduce

documents being posted to

appreciate the huge postage

available today to imple-

With IT, businesses have

the number of registration

a central location will inevi-

costs associated with such a

ment secure state-of-the-art

learned to think outside the

The challenge now is for

offices to around 200. To

tably require longer lead

process – costs that are evi-

remote issuance systems.

box, adopting practices that

governments to give citi-

improve security further, the

times than systems where

dent into the long term.

meet their unique require-

zens the travel freedom they

passport is no longer mailed

processing is done locally

As part of the issuance and

ments,

governments

expect by combining flex-

to the applicant, thereby

and

security

govern-

should do the same. In the

ibility of administration with

reducing the chance of it

many governments offer fast-

ments need to clearly under-

business world, data is held

security of individual data.

being lost or stolen en-route.

track systems allowing indi-

Governments

getting

stand the potential impact of

centrally

Implementing

However, this now means

viduals to pay extra to have

mixed messages from pass-

passports being stolen or lost

stored locally on PCs, or via

cific and appropriate pass-

port

regarding

in the system between pro-

a hybrid centralized and local

port

security. Suppliers are – cor-

duction and personalization.

system. If well thought out,

tions can allow governments

rectly – telling them that

However, any losses that do

each approach has its merits

throughout the world to help

ePassports

more

occur are now less signifi-

and can work effectively. Like

meet this important chal-

secure than traditional pass-

cant given that encryption

business, governments may

lenge.

ports, but at the same time

keys are needed to activate

opt for centralized, decentral-

suppliers and governments

the ePassport.

ized or hybrid systems. They

instantly.

Although

Security

Product
Solution
Quality

Customer
Responsiveness

Lowest Cost Best ROI
(Return on Investment)
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 Traditional Passport
 Today’s ePassport
 Future ePassport

Security

are

suppliers

are

far

SAFE ID SOLUTIONS AG

secure

systems

processes.

process,

just

This

THINK PERSONALIZATION

should

use

rity without blindly following
Conclusion

the processes being adopted
by other countries.

and

on

mainframes,

country-spe-

personalization

solu-

This article appears in a different format in
Keesing Journal 20/2006
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 PKI HAS COME OF AGE

What is PKI?

By Daniela Schwan, Public Relations, charismathics GmbH

There are plenty of smart cards and tokens for
e-mail encryption and other ID applications
on the market, but do they really possess all
the qualities a user requires? They need to be
both secure and easy to use at the same time.
A solution to this dilemma is true PKI (Public
Key Infrastructure) middleware. Middleware or
“glue” is a layer of software between a network
and its applications, which provides identification,
authentication, authorization, directories, and
security. By rendering hardware components
superfluous, true PKI middleware has prepared
the way for a completely new generation of
security tokens.
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a file he/she would use the

tity certificate that he/she

political issues as in some

private key to encrypt the file.

can safely use for network

of the other EU countries. In

1999 was pronounced by the

Once a file is encrypted, only

access, file encryption, e-mail

Central Europe it seems clear

industry as “the year of PKI”.

the corresponding public key

signing or online banking

that

PKI is based on a mechanism

can decrypt it. Therefore, if a

and

such as Health Care Cards

called a digital certificate

public key is used to decrypt

regardless

(sometimes also referred to

a file, it absolutely guaran-

access point originates.

as X.509 certificate or sim-

tees that the person who

ply as certificate). It works by

encrypted it was the owner of

In addition, the current gen-

cal developments and stand-

assigning a user to a pair of

the corresponding private key

eration of smart cards allows

ards. In order to ensure all

keys. One of the keys is des-

(assuming that the private key

you to easily create and man-

required functionalities are

ignated as the user’s private

hasn’t been stolen). Further-

age access policies through

included in a given solution,

key, the other as his/her pub-

more, since the public key

roles for different users and

it would seem that projects

lic key. The idea is that the

can neither encrypt files nor

groups.

have become more complex

private key will remain with

decrypt files that have previ-

the user who owns both keys,

ously been encrypted by a non-

As with many “new” tech-

but the public key can be

corresponding private key,

nologies, PKI has been pro-

“That’s

freely given to anyone. Thus,

the PKI concept is secure.

claimed the latest up and

shouldn’t implement all nec-

coming solution for the IT

essary functionalities. But

Applications to Benefit

market. But, as always, it

it does mean that we would

from the Technology

takes time for the need and

have

usability of such “new” solu-

architecture and wherever

Over time, PKI has become a

tions to be accepted by the

possible, open standards. We

generally accepted standard.

market. Over the last 12 -18

focused on a very small, but

By transferring the private

months there has been a tre-

extremely important area for

key to a physically mobile

mendous rise in PKI projects,

these kind of projects: The

device, such as a smart card

especially in Eastern Europe,

integration of multiple rele-

or USB token, the user will

where decisions are prob-

vant security chips and their

have a secure, mobile iden-

ably not as dependent upon

operating systems, which are 

if the user needed to encrypt

CHARISMATHICS GMBH

PKI HAS COME OF AGE

secure
of

transactions,
where

the

challenging

where

projects,

certificate

related

security is necessary, need
to involve newer technologi-

than originally anticipated.

to

not

to

say

implement

we

open
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Making Hardware

ware and PKI concepts, a

electronic

Compatible

“clever” product could be

secure online data trans-

advantageous to both users

actions, make it clear that

Middleware has emerged as a

and hardware/software pro-

these kind of projects have a

critical second level of the

viders. The main advantages

real need for basic software.

enterprise IT infrastructure,

for the user are clear: mini-

Projects using several mil-

between the network and

mization of (logistic) costs, as

lion PKI cards will never be

application levels. The need for

well as increased user-friend-

supplied by only one vendor;

middleware stems from the

liness. On the other hand,

usually even more than three

increasing growth in the

if due to this product, small

are involved.

number of applications, the

(hardware) devices such as

customizations within those

smart cards and encryption

“Remember that it has taken

applications,

the

software may be manufac-

a long time for hardware to

number of locations in the

tured and distributed inde-

become

current

environments.

pendently, encryption experts,

of the recent ICAO project

Together, these and other

as well as notebook and

or even about the length of

factors now require a set

PC manufactures, would also

time it took to integrate a

of core data and services

benefit from this situation.

second source for pre-paid

IT

and

in

 used for smart cards, tokens,

Think

positions into a centralized

Instead of integrating every

old days! Solving a major

institutional offering. This

piece of hardware and relat-

problem within this field our

central provision of services

ed software, it makes much

software allows customers

enormous effort involved in

in other IT segments, we

eases application development,

more sense to develop a soft-

to be more efficient and focus

Platform

the handling of those chips

also went from a traditional

increases strength, assists data

ware layer (“middleware”),

on their core competences,

Modules) and chips in mobile

and enables them to con-

proprietary solution towards

management, and provides

which solves these challeng-

while securing the tremen-

devices such as SD™ and

centrate on the application

open architectures. This is

overall operating efficiency.

ing requests from the mar-

dous

MMC™. State of the art mid-

level”,

charismathics

what helps customers to be

ket. Top level applications;

ated with such projects,”

dleware,

partners

Vice President Hans-Jürgen

efficient in upcoming large,

By availing oneself of the

standard profiles such as

says Sven Gossel, CEO of

and customers to reduce the

Massing. “Historically, with-

global projects.”

positive aspects of the middle-

Heath Care, national IDs,

charismathics.

TPMs
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compliant!

and

phone card systems in the

to be moved from their multiple
PKI hardware becomes a commodity: Over the last 10 years, the intregration of smart cards into applications, especially with reference
to the reqiured times and costs have been continously reduced by the introduction of standard interface layers up to the use of pure
software interfaces, such as the current standard PKS#11 and MS-CAPI.

signatures

(Trusted

allows
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says

CHARISMATHICS GMBH
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investments

associ-
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 What is a True

only be used with PCs alone,

solution into an existing infra-

clients, as well as for inter-

control with RFID is close to

works. The future of PKI has

but interfaces between all

structure. Technical develop-

nal usage. Physical access

being integrated into IT net-

already begun.

types of ID services and any

ment happens extremely fast

Such a product enables appli-

medium, regardless of the

and changes within the tech-

cations

form factor.

nology can shorten efforts in

PKI “Middleware”?

supporting

RSA’s

all areas. The next three to

PKCS#11 or Microsoft’s CAPI
standard to co-operate with

Software like this is a unique

five years will see a tremen-

hardware tokens, smart cards

solution which covers all rel-

dous rise in PKI solutions on

or a USB token. It includes a

evant combinations within

a world-wide basis. Several

CSP (the dedicated software

the PKI solution area, up to

PKI smart card schemes such

interface such as PKCS#11

mobile devices which have

as Corporate ID cards, Access

and

pur-

not been completely integrat-

Control (RFID), National ID

poses) module, which allows

ed into a PKI environment.

Cards, secure data storages

both token initialization (key

This ensures that any small

(Tokens with Flash Memory)

creation, PIN definition etc.)

device can be easily integrat-

will co-exist. A “common

and en/decryption, authenti-

ed into solutions, projects,

access card”, a “German health

cation and digital signatures.

standard interfaces, or into

card” or the “Swedish ID

It may even support a TPM

application areas such as the

card” are just the beginning:

on a standard interface called

German health card or the

such programs currently in use

TSS, which is used as a soft-

“carta nazionale dei servizi”

are increasingly integrating

ware interface. Such a prod-

in Italy.

different functions, such as

Windows

CAPI

the “e-Government 2.0” in

uct is able to support all PKI
hardware devices like smart

The Future

Germany. The demand for ded-

cards and USB tokens with

has Already

icated software will strongly

PKI chips; PKI Tokens with

Begun…

increase. Most governments
and industries have already

RFID interfaces, but also
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hybrid solutions with one-

One thing is sure: Nowadays,

detected that there is a huge

time-password functionality.

it has become easy to inte-

impact on leveraging online

A true middleware will not

grate a new authentication

and shared services for their
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ADVANTAGES OF
TRUE PKI MIDDLEWARE
1. Multi card OS capability
A transparent support of a large variety of
smart card OS types from different vendors
and made for different purposes.
• In the same IT environment without
recognizing a functional difference;
• At the same client installation without
any modification of the computer set-up;
• At the same time in the same PC, as if they
had a single card;
• With most of the current Java Card™
smart card OS types.
2. Multi profile capability
The support of different smart card PKI profiles at the same time. For example, you may
be able to work with a German SECCOS
payment card as well as a PKCS#15 profile.
• In the same IT environment without recognizing a functional difference;
• At the same client installation without
any modification of the computer set-up.
3. Fully flexible personalization
All PKI card profiles and the according data
can to be put on each supported token. This
means you are technically able to create a
German health card profile on a smart card
that has originally never been supplied into
that environment. This feature allows the
creation of a PKI card profile and having it

PKI HAS COME OF AGE

installed on the PKI smart cards from different vendors. Although not liberally supporting all PKI cards in the field, you may be
technically able to make others look alike.
4. Supporting pre-boot environments
Middleware should be designed to also
support software applications outside the
known Windows or Macintosh environments, such as the pre-boot environment of
hard disk encryption software.
5. No storage limitation
The only given physical limitation governing
the amount of PKI data shall be the physical
storage capacity of the EEPROM memory in
the smart card IC. Moreover, the given file
structures should be efficiently programmed
to also allow a maximum amount of data
stored in a given card.
6. Simultaneous use of tokens
There shouldn’t be limitations in the number
of simultaneously used cards or card readers
or tokens. They should all handled like a
single virtual token.
7. Supporting Elliptic Curves
Middleware should support at least 384bit
ECDSA together with enabled smart cards.
This enables high security encryptions to
be speeded up by a factor of 10 and more,
and represents the successor to the current
RSA algorithms already in use today.
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 WHAT’S IN A NAME?
THE WORLD OF IDENTITY FRAUD
By Dr Gerhard Claassen, Director Transaction Security Business Unit –
Prism, a subsidiary of NET1 UEPS Technologies, Inc.

Trusted Transactions involve the transfer of
electronic information of value between one or
more authenticated parties. The confidentiality
and integrity of the information being transferred must be assured and the transacting
parties cannot repudiate having sent or having
been sent the information. However, whilst
security and cryptography focus on authentication, integrity, confidentiality and non-repudiation, fraud is still the one determined factor
trying to undermine all of the above.

promise of improved security

ing goods and services, and

scheme is Visa 3-D Secure.

encryption and a Merchant

go a long way towards fraud

when payment details are

The

protocol

Server Plug-in to pass infor-

reduction.

captured, they are simply

forms the basis of this Visa

mation and query partici-

recorded

used

payment service, designed to

pants, to authenticate the

for fraudulent transactions.

secure, enhance and validate

cardholder during an online

These generally result in the

payments made through the

purchase and to protect pay-

Stolen identity is the first

consumer never receiving the

Internet.

ment card information as it is

component of Internet pay-

goods as purchased, charges

offers this standard under

ment fraud and occurs when

to credit card or accounts

the

Fraud can occur in both the

fraudsters wrongfully and

for purchases not made and

Code” label.

Keyboard Recording

physical and online/electronic

intentionally misuse the per-

more often than not, ends up

The criminal definition for

world. Focusing on electronic

sonal information of another

with a judgment against the

Such services offer an authen-

In the case of keyboard key

fraud is the unlawful and

fraud, we will review the

individual.

innocent consumer.

tication technology allowing

capturing, each and every

intentional making of a mis-

various types of fraud carried

merchants, issuers, acquirers

keystroke made on entering

representation, with intent

out, including stolen cards,

The two most common forms

and cardholders to identify /

payment or banking details

to deceive and to defraud by

identity and Internet bank-

of Internet payment fraud

authenticate themselves in

is simply recorded by the

causing actual or potential

ing payment fraud and sug-

are bogus websites and key-

There is a growing need for

the Internet world for on-line

application, which is then

prejudice.

gest ways in which Chip and

board recording. Fraudsters

the authentication of Internet

card payments. They use

replayed for the fraudsters

PIN technologies with their

host fictitious websites offer-

payments

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)

who can effect any transac- 

What is Fraud?
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and

later

Internet Authentication

and

one

such

3-D

Secure

MasterCard

“MasterCard
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also

transferred via the Internet.

Secure
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 tion on your account. These

or without a keypad and

so that a consumer’s card

• Lost or stolen card fraud;

or downloaded to another

sibility for better control of

tracking programs are either

smart card reader), enables

will be held in the card

• Counterfeit fraud or fraud

device.

offline credit card transac-

software or hardware related.

this to happen. Some only

reader

generate random numbers

removed from the machine

and others work on a chal-

by

lenge/response basis.

fraudster then removes the

Counterfeit

involves

EMV (Europay-MasterCard-

as DES, Triple-DES, RSA

card once the customer has

illegally altering cards to

Visa) is a standard for the

and SHA to provide authen-

departed;

mimic the functionality of

interoperation of chip cards

tication of the card to the

• PIN pad tampering – cus-

genuine cards. This is done

and chip card capable POS

processing

Authentication Tokens

The best way to reduce and
combat

Internet

banking

Payment Card Fraud

payment fraud at present is

the

cannot

consumer.

be

tion approvals. It is more

due to card skimming;
• Account take-over fraud.

Combating Fraud with EMV

secure as a result of using
encryption algorithms such

The
fraud

terminal

and

through the use of authenti-

Fraud is usually committed

tomer’s PIN will be record-

by means of re-embossing

(Point of Sale) terminals, for

the

cation tokens and challenge/

in such a way that the fraud-

ed when entering into a

genuine cards and re-encod-

authenticating

and

center. The increased protec-

response scenarios.

ster can acquire the victim’s

tampered PIN pad of the

ing genuine account details

debit card payments. Chip

tion from fraud has allowed

card

ATM machine.

into the magnetic stripe on a

card systems based on EMV

banks and credit card issu-

different card. Simple plastic

are being phased in across

ers to push the ‘liability shift’

to

make

fraudulent

credit

transaction-processing

Secure authentication is the

transactions. A major area

process by which your bank

of focus for fraudsters is

There are also examples of

cards can be made to mimic

the

names

along the value chain, so that

or financial institution veri-

the bank ATM with various

payment card fraud which

a genuine card or can take on

such as IC Credit and Chip

merchants are now liable for

fies who you are. Dynamic

techniques used in order to

involve illegitimate means of

the appearance and behavior

and PIN. The EMV standard

any fraud that results from

data authentication involves

distract or put the public off

obtaining cards:

of genuine cards.

defines the interaction at the

non-EMV

the use of a secure authen-

guard when using ATMs:

physical, electrical, data and

their systems.

tication password by using
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and

PKI; this allows Internet

• Card swapping – consum-

banking clients, in unison

er’s ATM card is swapped

with back-end banking sys-

for another card without

tems, to dynamically gen-

their

erate a new password or a

undertaking an ATM trans-

new key each time an online

action;

knowledge

whilst

world,

under

transactions

on

• Application fraud – legiti-

Once criminals have obtained

application levels between

mate cards obtained fraud-

your card details, they will

chip cards and chip card

The majority of EMV imple-

ulently and then used;

impersonate you and are then

processing devices for finan-

mentations require the entry

• Non-receipt fraud – where

able to gain access to your

cial transactions by setting

of a PIN to confirm the iden-

cards are intercepted in the

accounts, payment networks

up specifications and approv-

tity of the cardholder, rather

mail;

and gateways. Skimmers are

al requirements.

than a signature on a paper

• Card-not-present fraud – the

easily able to swipe your card

receipt. In future, systems

banking session is initiated.

• Card jamming – the ATM

misuse of card details in

through a small hand-held

EMV

improved

may be upgraded to use other

An authentication token (a

machine card reader is

purchasing goods via tel-

device that reads track data

security with the associated

authentication systems, such

small handheld device with

deliberately tampered with

ephone, mail or Internet;

that can later be replicated

fraud reduction and the pos-

as biometrics.
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 THE FUTURE OF EMV

additionally,

as

PayPass

to process the EMV trans-

to a contactless PayPass

same

security

action and to generate an

reader and terminal which

By Liam Lannon, Product Manager, Smartcard Technologies,

and cryptography both to

EMV cryptogram; in addi-

then sends the magstripe

Keycorp Limited

authenticate that an EMV

tion, that same micro-proc-

data to the issuer host sys-

card is genuine and to create

essor can communicate over

tem for an online authoriza-

a unique cryptogram for

an ISO 14443 compliant

tion. As with PayPass M/

every transaction, there is no

interface in a contactless

Chip, the cardholder main-

reduction in the security of a

environment to allow EMV

tains control of his card at

PayPass contactless transac-

transactions to occur and

all times and simply taps it

tion over a typical contact-

for EMV cryptograms to be

on the contactless reader to

based EMV transaction.

transmitted – using an in-

effect the transaction; also,

built antenna on the card –

to speed up the transac-

PayPass is available from

to a contactless reader con-

tion, no signature or PIN is

selected MasterCard vendors

nected to an EMV terminal.

required for PayPass trans-

in two “flavors”:

Using this latter method,

actions, making them very

PayPass transactions can

convenient for cardholders
and merchants.

Imagine a world where you can make your
usual EMV card payments, only faster; where
you have the same high levels of security, with
even greater convenience; where you can pay
for your bus ride with the same EMV card that
you used to buy your morning coffee – without
a PIN or a signature. Imagine no more: the future of EMV is here today, with the arrival of the
MasterCard PayPass™ M/Chip card.

What is PayPass™?

the

ment details wirelessly, elim-

• PayPass M/Chip – a fully

be conducted contactless-

inating the need for a card-

EMV-compliant implement-

ly and in an offline mode,

MasterCard PayPass is built

holder to hand over his or her

ation of the PayPass speci-

allowing the transaction to

In order to ensure complete

on

card for a merchant to swipe

fications, PayPass M/Chip

be faster and more conven-

and global interoperability,

through a reader.

uses a dual interface chip

ient for the cardholder.

all PayPass-branded termi-

globally

interoperable

radio frequency standards

which

to provide an enhanced pay-
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uses

has

the

nals must be able to support

M/Chip

ment card that features an

PayPass can be easily deployed

application loaded in the

• PayPass Magstripe – where

one or other form of PayPass

embedded

chip

wherever an existing EMV

EEPROM of the card. This

there is no EMV terminal

payment; similarly, a PayPass

and antennae. A cardholder

infrastructure is in place,

dual interface card can sup-

infrastructure in place, issu-

card must be acceptable

simply taps or waves his

using the offline transaction

port regular EMV transac-

ers can still take advantage

at every merchant location

or her card on a specially

capabilities of EMV appli-

tions over the contact inter-

of the contactless capabili-

which displays the PayPass

equipped merchant terminal.

cations to allow for faster

face, taking advantage of

ties of “RFID” type cards

acceptance mark. Here’s how

The card then transmits pay-

transactions at point of sale;

the in–built micro-processor

to transmit magstripe data

it works:

computer
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SLE 66CLX322P dual inter-

The merchant doesn’t

launch in 2004 and PayPass

face micro-controller. This

have to handle the card

M/Chip

implementation

at all… and there’s no

underway in Taiwan, Malaysia,

authorization to wait for.

South Korea, South Africa,

recently

became the first PayPass M/

are

the Lebanon and the UK,

Chip product to receive full
MasterCard certification and

From a card issuer perspective,

with more to be announced

is now rolling out in a variety

there are also major benefits:

this year.

of card deployments world-

• With PayPass, issuers can

wide.

 Let’s say I have a PayPass

an EMV terminal which also

if I take my PayPass M/Chip

Magstripe card, which is

supports PayPass, the ter-

card to New York, for exam-

commonly in use in North

minal will be programmed

ple, the PayPass Magstripe

PayPass is fast becoming the

America, where EMV has

to recognize that this is

readers will only expect to

yet to penetrate; I can use

not a PayPass M/Chip card

it at any store in the US or

Why PayPass?

target cash-dominated pay-

Keycorp’s

plans

include

ment environments;

the development of another

• It allows entry into previ-

PayPass M/Chip implemen-

ously untapped markets;

tation, based on the Infineon

Pre-paid,

SLE 66CLX360PE microslim

payment method of choice

it even allows issuers to

product, and this should be

find magstripe data to cap-

for all types of purchases.

attract

available

and will simply capture the

ture and process. Cunningly,

Cardholders and merchants

cessible customers, who

deployment by the second

Canada where I see the

PayPass Magstripe data and

the PayPass M/Chip card

love it, and for good reason:

didn’t even qualify for a

quarter of 2007.

PayPass sign: the terminals

send it in an online authori-

also contains a record of the

• It is much faster than a

debit card, let alone a cred-

will have been set up to

zation message to the issu-

magstripe data and is pro-

capture the PayPass mag-

ing host for approval.

grammed to release that

It’s offline only;

data to a PayPass magstripe

There’s no cardholder

The market for PayPass is

ments include the potential

stripe data and to send it to
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deployments

typical EMV transaction:

• With

PayPass

previously

inac-

for

widespread

The future looks good for

it card.

PayPass and further develop-

the issuer host system for

With a PayPass M/Chip card,

terminal for onward trans-

verification (using

growing and much of it is

move into the transit space,

authorization just like they

the situation is reversed: in

mission and authorization by

PIN or signature);

being

demand

where the use of one card for

would with a regular mag-

Asia Pacific (or Europe), my

the issuer host, hence global

• It is much more convenient

both from cardholders and

bus, train and subway rides,

stripe plastic card. If I take

PayPass M/Chip card will be

interoperability.

than a typical EMV trans-

merchants, as well as by card

as well as for daily purchases

my PayPass Magstripe card

recognized at EMV-compli-

action:

issuers who see a new set of

at coffee shops, newsagents

and travel to Asia Pacific –

ant PayPass terminals and a

Keycorp has developed a

The cardholder doesn’t

opportunities. Over 7 mil-

and grocery stores points to

where EMV deployment has

regular contactless PayPass

PayPass M/Chip implemen-

have to hand his card

lion PayPass cards have been

the convenience of PayPass

really taken off – and use it at

transaction will occur offline;

tation based on the Infineon

over;

deployed since the official

as the perfect solution.
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 USING OCL TECHNIQUE
TO SECURE ONLINE
TRANSACTION SYSTEMS

the network and the transac-

by the transaction service

is provided by the Internet

the client system consisting

tion client system. The back-

provider such as a bank;

Service Provider (ISP) such

of the personal computer,

ground system is provided

the network infrastructure

as CHINA TELECOM; and

transaction client software
or other hardware equipment
such as a USB token or smart
card.

By Sean Xiang Gao, Director, WatchData, P.R.China
Feng Yuan, National Information Security Engineering Center, P.R.China

Although risk does exist, the
operation service provider

As e-commerce has developed on the internet,
so too have electronic transaction systems.
When using any system which involves the
transfer of funds and personal information, the
business relationship between each participant is built upon trust and the online electronic transaction system is no exception. The
only difference is that the systems themselves
(including physical facilities, implementation
etc.), have to be trustworthy too.

of the transaction system
believes that each part of the
system is “trustworthy” and
that the risk can be controlled. Once the provider (i.e. the
bank), believes the system
can no longer be “trusted”, or
the risk is no longer acceptable,

can

immediately

terminate the service based
on

measuring

the

“dual

The trustworthiness of the

these systems are carried out

harm” factor (“terminating

whole or each part of these

using electronic information.

a service” and “undertaking risk”), regardless of the

systems may be based upon
“dependability”, “equitabil-

System Trustworthiness

direct loss to itself or its customers.

ity” and “timeliness”, but
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it

more importantly, they still

The online electronic trans-

maintain “information secu-

action system (OETS) is made

The service provider needs

rity”, due to the fact that the

up of three parts: the back-

to provide a stable network

majority of transactions in

ground supporting system,

service to network operation 
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The OCL (Operations Control

transaction

and

transaction within the inse-

List) technique is designed

bank server. Whilst carrying

cure client computing envi-

to increase the level of trust

out a successful secure elec-

ronment. So in many transac-

that customers feel towards

tronic transaction, these enti-

tion systems, the service pro-

the system and consequently

ties always start from a cer-

vider recommends their VIP

raise the degree of trust in

tain status together, before

customers to use hardware

this kind of OETS, through

arriving at the next approved

such as a USB token.

enhancing the amount of

status

participation or controlling

scheduled agreement jointly

For the customer to perform

customers during the period

approved), and then satisfy-

the secure transaction within

of online electronic transac-

ing other possible condition

the insecure client comput-

tion.

stipulations i.e. “authentica-

ing environment, there must

tion” and “confidentiality”.

be some transaction hard-

progress)

(according

to

the

Fig. 1: A general model of an OETS

 companies, which can be

programs. So, if the OETS

still a lot of potential custom-

Security Paradox of

guaranteed according to cur-

can be seen as a seesaw

ers who do not use OETS

Hardware Transaction

We now know that the trans-

is whether it is sufficient for

rent technical levels. But for

with providers at one end

because of the perceived

Device

action system even using

security, even when putting

end customers, all “entities”

and customers at the other,

security problems.

various

mecha-

the transaction related secret

related to the transaction sys-

the customer is the one who

Fig. 1 shows a general model

nisms, cannot be considered

key and secure operations

tem (including software and

ends up off balance. The cus-

From this analysis we can

of an OETS using the archi-

as “trustworthy” while the

on the physical transaction

hardware), are provided by

tomers have no choice but to

see that the degree of trust in

tecture of a simple online

transaction

device.

the transaction service side,

trust the transaction service

OETS is, in reality, the trust

banking system (OBS) as an

on the computer where the

except for their own comput-

provider and configure their

that the end customer has

example.

integrity cannot be guar-

We believe the reasoning

ers. On the one hand, the

computer as securely as pos-

for the system. This psychol-

anteed, i.e. running on a

behind using a hardware

service provider has a more

sible to meet the security

ogy tells us that the degree

The model contains three

Windows operating system.

transaction device in OETS is:

professional

experts’

recommendations.

of trust people have towards

entities:

end

of the OETS, however, the

Therefore, although people

an entity or process, is pro-

computer

terminal

(which

People usually think that

customer’s computer is not

are usually paying attention

portional to the amount of

includes client software for

the transaction device with

• It can be used to strength-

always trustworthy, as it can

to and improving the secu-

participation or control they

the transaction system and

additional hardware can be

en the security of the

be corrupted by malicious

rity of their OETS, there are

have.

the equipment to support the

used to safeguard the secure

transaction client system 
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security

program

runs

• It is portable and easily

customer,
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(Because the environment

the commands the computer

is using USB Token as the

token to perform all the opera-

This kind of attack is called

cannot be simulated from the

under which the client sys-

has issued, in spite of whether

transaction device to perform

tions which involve the user’s

“Transaction

Fabricating”,

PC, the malicious software

tem executes is insecure).

these commands or related

some PKI-related operations.

secret key, and the key never

and this concept has been

cannot fabricate the fraudu-

data

Usually a legitimate user

leaves the token. But if the

successfully proven in our

lent transaction as easily as

takes the following steps to

PC he/she is using is infected

security lab against several

before.

get a transaction done:

or hacked by a malicious soft-

popular OBS.

But

can

devices

all

transaction

really

strengthen

involved

match

the

request of the customer.

the security of a transaction

Therefore the phenomenon

1. Plugs in his/her USB Token;

ware, the procedure is not as

client system assuming that

that a device, fully controlled

2. Launches the client soft-

secure as it looks anymore,

To prevent this kind of attack

several

the client computing environ-

by another insecure device,

because as long as the Token

from happening, OCL can be

in China, WatchData has

ment is insecure?

is used to enhance the secu-

3. Authenticates him/herself

is plugged in, the malicious

used. For instance, a button

already developed a series of

rity of the insecure device

to the Token, usually types

software can do anything

can be added to the Token,

USB Tokens with OCL tech-

hardware

is called “a security para-

in the PIN;

the user can, since it can

and a simple OCL for the USB

nique to improve the security

transaction devices, e.g. tra-

dox of hardware transaction

3. Authenticates him/herself

catch all the PINs typed in

Token with a button can be

of their existing OBS.

ditional USB token, are all

device”.

to the OBS server using

from the PC. The malicious

set as:

the Token or with an addi-

software can fully simulate a

tional PIN;

legitimate user: prepare a

Generally,

the

“passive devices”, or are fully
controlled by the connected

OCL Technique

ware of the OBS;

4. Prepares content of the

computer. However, the operations the transaction devices

The OCL technique is aimed

execute are all in “syntax

at the “security paradox of

level”, and are not involved

hardware transaction device”

in any “semantics level”. For

and tries to change the tradi-

example, after passing an

transaction;
5. Submits the transaction (to

Operation

Control
method

Other
conditions

sign

Button
pressed

Press once

mit it to the Token, and get
fraudulent

request

commercial

of

banks

Conclusion

fraudulent transaction, sub-

the

the

We have discovered that in
current popular OETS, even

transaction

making use of hardware

signed. When the OBS server

This OCL is part of the Token

transaction

6. The Token digitally signs

verifies the digitally signed

Operating System (TOS); it

transaction cannot be fully

tional “passive” transaction

the transaction, then sends

transaction, it will certain-

means that after the TOS

“trusted” in the case of an

external authentication, the

device to be more “active”.

it to the OBS server;

ly pass, because it has the

receives a request to sign a

insecure client computing

computer can command the

An OCL can be decribed as

7. The OBS server verifies the

user’s digital signatures and

transaction, it waits for the

environment. OCL can be

transaction device to per-

follows:

transaction, then processes

because of the “non-repudia-

added button to be pressed

used to make the hardware

accordingly.

tion” of the PKI, the user can

before performing the dig-

transaction device not fully

not even “repudiate” that

ital

operation.

controlled by the client PC,

form security related opera-

Operation

Control
method

Other
conditions

the Token);

tions: encrypt/decrypt, sign/
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Following

signature

devices,

the

verify signature etc., and the

Let’s take a typical OBS as an

This procedure looks secure,

he/she never submitted that

Because the signal gener-

thus making the transaction

device will absolutely obey

example, suppose the OBS

because it is using a hardware

transaction.

ated by pressing a button

more “trusted”.
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 MOBILE SECURITY CARDS

The Mobile Security Card,

YOUR OFFICE IS WHERE YOU ARE

changes this situation: it

By Harald Gerber, Director Secure Flash Cards

makes mobility more secure –

International Sales & Marketing, Giesecke & Devrient GmbH

independent

G&D’s secure flash card,

of

the

end

device or provider and with-

The trend towards mobile working continues
unabated. Market studies show the increasing
interest in corporate solutions and applications
for multifunctional, mobile devices, such as
smart phones or Personal Digital Assistants
(PDAs), with their growing product diversity.
Market researchers have also discovered that
in Europe employees are now on the move
professionally in 40% of companies, i.e. they
have no fixed workplace and access information
from the secure company network, also while
they are traveling. One of the most frequently
used applications is calling up e-mails.
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out additional infrastructure.
It offers the advantages of a
user-friendly mass storage
card with an established
standard interface and the
security of smart card technology – all combined on a
single card.

Standardized slots for the
commonly

available

mass

storage cards are available

Worldwide Standards for

And This is how it Works

Maximum Flexibility

required,

which

greatly

simplifies the use of secure

as standard with the new

The security application on

encoding techniques – especially on the move.

generations of mobile phones,

The Mobile Security Card

the mobile device accesses

PDAs, or laptops and open

was developed on the basis

the smart card functionality, e.g. the securely stored

Enterprise Solutions: the
Ultimate Aim for all Users

The expectations associated

mobile end devices, e.g. smart

up new fields of application

of

with mobile working are clear:

phones and PDAs, have so far

for these devices. This allows

standards

stor-

private keys, on the Mobile

given the appropriate solutions,

failed to receive due consider-

mobile devices, which were

age cards, such as SD™

Security Card and thus pro-

employees can be deployed

ation in corporate IT security

predominantly used by private

(SecureDigital™ Card) and

vides the same security level

Out-of-the-box corporate sec-

with greater flexibility, their pro-

concepts, leading either to new

individuals in the past, to

MMC™ (MultiMediaCard™),

as a standard smart card

urity solutions are called for

ductivity raised and customer

security flaws in corporate

evolve from a lifestyle product

and therefore offers maxi-

system. The main advantage

to expand the use of mobile

service improved. Owing to the

networks or to considerable

into a trustworthy compan-

mum

here: an additional smart

devices in the professional

lack of recognized standards,

compromises in convenience.

ion in the professional world.

greatest possible security.

card reader is no longer

corporate environment. With 

GIESECKE & DEVRIENT GMBH

MOBILE SECURITY CARDS
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established
for

flexibility

industry
mass

with

the
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wealth of additional functions,

an attractive sales channel,

in share price changes within

ture many advantages in one

including an MP3 player,

through which the banks

just half an hour. To be able

device, independent of what-

a digital camera or a game

can communicate with their

to profit from this requires an

ever device you happen to be

console.

customers and promote cross

immediate reaction. At the

using and free of any addi-

selling. The key advantage

same time, the demands for

tional infrastructure, with

As the Mobile Security Card

is

image

confidentiality and protec-

regard to providers.

allows fully compatible solu-

enhancement for the bank

tion against fraudulent use of

tions, it represents a flexible

with a state-of-the-art service

data are especially high in the

Finally – and this is what we

and user-friendly medium for

product, which not only con-

stock market. With the aid of

believe to be the main advan-

downloading and using con-

tributes to effective customer

a smart phone equipped with

tage for the end user – the

allows

tent, such as music, videos,

loyalty, but also fascinates

a Mobile Security Card, you

Mobile Security Card is not

Fig.1: Mobile Security Cards – additional smart card technology embedded
into standard flash cards

 its Mobile Security Card,

of

mobile

devices

corporate

based on Java™ technology,

e-mails,

entries,

games, or enterprise DRM-

new customers, while, at the

can access the stock market

only a very economic security

G&D complements its proven

memos and address book

related information. So the

same time, reducing costs

trading system and react

solution, but is also uniquely

StarSign® product family.

entries to be transmitted

user has the advantage of

for the provision of services

on the move with the same

easy to use in daily life.

It

in

via the Internet from a push

storing content and backups,

by shifting transactions and

security as from the local

a position to utilize the

server to a personal hand-

as well as keys and licenses

information services to a

workplace. The cryptograph-

latest security technology

held device. Communication

stored in the secure smart

mobile channel.

ic key stored in the Mobile

for mobile end devices in a

is encrypted thanks to the

card environment with the

practical way and without

Mobile Security Card (See

option of using this independ-

Mobile Brokerage:

transmission from the mobile

a high degree of complexity

Fig.1).

ently from the end device.

Fast Reaction Times and

device to the stock exchange

Secure, Fraud-Proof

and thereby precludes unauthorized access.

puts

companies

calendar

and expense. Consequently,

Security Card protects data

employees can, for example,

Digital Rights

Mobile Banking:

Communication with

work securely in the company

Management (DRM):

Image Enhancement

the Stock Exchange

network via WLAN, access

Flexible and Convenient

for the Banks by

sensitive data on the move

Protection of Content

Providing Innovative

Time is money – for stockbro-

applications

Services

kers more so than for other

secure flash card technology

occupations. The announce-

will help the mobile office

and transmit data securely

90

the

The

variety

of

possible

shows

that

without the risk of inadvert-

The mobile phone is far more

ent disclosure to third par-

than just a communication

The bank on the move –

ment of crucial corporate

become

ties. The new generation

medium today. It offers a

mobile

news, for instance, is reflected

Mobile Security Cards fea-
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banking

presents

GIESECKE & DEVRIENT GMBH

MOBILE SECURITY CARDS

secure

reality.

MultiMediaCard™ is a trademark of the
MultiMediaCard Association (MMCA)
and is used for identification purposes
only. SD™ and SecureDigital™ are trademarks of the SanDisk Corporation. Java™
and Java Card™ are trademarks of Sun
Microsystems, Inc.
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 TWO DECADES OF

Security Evaluations

TRUSTED, GLOBALLY
RECOGNIZED SECURITY
APPROVAL SERVICES

Brightsight

has

an

out-

standing global reputation in
hardware security analysis.
For two decades, we have
evaluated the security of over

By Pascal van Gimst, Manager Business Development, Brightsight

200 secure chips from the
majority of manufacturers.

Formerly known as TNO ITSEF BV, Brightsight®
has over 20 years of experience in IT security
approval, focusing on a whole range of technology
such as integrated circuits (chips), smart card
products, payment devices, Host Security Modules
and biometric systems. We support our global
customer base in achieving security approvals for
their IT products through our security evaluations, developer support, tools and training. Our
customers range from financial institutions to
telecom operators, IT product manufacturers and
governmental organizations.

With state-of-the-art analysis
techniques, such as microscopy, reverse engineering,
probing, focused ion beam
manipulation,

power

and

light perturbation and sidechannels analysis, Brightsight
has evaluated devices against
internationally recogn ized
yardsticks. We have been
accredited by JCB, MasterCard and VISA under the
EMVCo. scheme. Furthermore,
Brightsight offers Common
Criteria evaluations of secure
microprocessors under both
the Dutch NCSIB scheme and
the German BSI scheme.
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 In 1989, Brightsight started

(Belgium), ACPA (Australia),

the end product does not meet

evaluating smart card secu-

etc. For the UK payment

the requirements during the

rity for the banking indus-

scheme (APACS) we offer

final security evaluation for

try. Since then we have been

Common Criteria evaluations

investing

of PIN Entry Devices.

and

our

knowledge

expertise

on

smart

card security. Our expertise

Developer

includes native card operat-

Support

ing systems, as well as Java

94

Tools

EMA are considered realistic

increasing need for security

security threats that mod-

knowledge. Over the last 20

For two decades Brightsight

ern smart cards should be

years, Brightsight has been

type approval. Another goal

has evaluated the security

resistant against. Sideways

spreading security knowl-

of Brightsight developer sup-

of hundreds of smart card

offers manufacturers a tool

edge around the globe to

port is the improvement of IT

products from many ven-

to validate the quality of the

support its customers in their

product security.

dors all around the globe. In

countermeasures they have

security challenges. These

order to perform these smart

implemented in their cards.

highly appreciated security

Additionally, Brightsight pro-

card

security

trainings

evaluations,

and

workshops

Card™ and MULTOS for both

As well as product type

vides pre-evaluations or sec-

Brightsight has developed

Both chip and card manu-

have always been organized

contact and contactless tech-

approval services, Brightsight

urity strength evaluations

a variety of dedicated secu-

facturers can use Sideways

per customer request, per-

nology.

supports vendors before and

on prototypes or designs to

rity analysis tools. Although

to maximum effect, as these

formed solely for the specific

during the actual develop-

search for obvious security

these

always

tools are being used on a

customer. Due to the amount

security

ment process of a variety

flaws. The main advantage

been strictly developed for

daily basis by Brightsight

of interest from our customer

accredited

of products such as a chip,

of this approach is that such

internal use, many of our

security experts to validate

base, in 2005 we initiated

to perform different stand-

smart card, payment device

problems will be detected at

customers have shown inter-

state-of-the-art smart card

quarterly security training

ardized

payment

or other IT security products.

an early stage without having

est in acquiring these secu-

security features. For manu-

courses. Everyone interest-

approval

evaluations.

For

One goal of these additional

a large impact on the prod-

rity analysis tools to support

facturers, it can really save

ed in payment device secu-

JCB, MasterCard and Visa

services can be to familiar-

uct’s Time to Market.

their internal development

costs if they know how their

rity, smart card security or

(united under the Payment

ize the vendor with the secu-

process.

products will perform in a

Common Criteria evaluations

Card

rity demands of one or more

The pre-evaluation effort may

security approval process.

is welcome to join.

we offer PCI type approv-

approval

certification

be re-usable during the final

Sideways is a side chan-

al

Furthermore

schemes and to provide con-

security evaluation for type

nel analysis tool that can

Security Training Courses

Brightsight is also actively

Brightsight evaluates pay-

structive feedback on their

approval if the design has

be used to validate smart

and On-Site

involved in the development

ment devices according to

translation from the different

not been significantly modi-

card product vulnerabilities

Security Workshops

and improvement of security

security

of

requirements to a complying

fied after the pre-evaluation.

against side channel attacks,

National payment schemes

physical and logical imple-

In other words, less risk for

such as Differential Power

The increasing demand for

card issuers in the banking,

such

(Germany),

mentation. These services

equal costs!

Analysis or Electro-Magnetic

global

telecom, transport and gov-

Currence (Netherlands), EPCI

aim to minimize the risk that

Analysis.

goes hand in hand with the

Brightsight

is

evaluation

lab

a

Industry

services.

as

device

scheme)

requirements

ZKA

WITHIN THE TRUST

or

BRIGHTSIGHT

tools

have

Both

DPA

and

approval schemes for smart

security

products

ernment sector.

TWO DECADES OF TRUSTED, GLOBALLY RECOGNIZED SECURITY APPROVAL SERVICES
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 HJP CONSULTING – THE
SMART CARD ARCHITECTS

HJP Consulting’s staff is

focuses on the application and

HJP Consulting has been

the Open Source paradigm,

made up of renowned experts

data layers. This standard

instrumental in two major

they have developed an Open

who have all been intensively

is supported by the ICAO

European ePassport projects

Source product that ensures

involved in solutions encom-

(International Civil Aviation

that will issue over 11 million

easy accessibility and pro-

passing all aspects of smart

Organisation). HJP Consulting’s

passports annually.

vides a reference for compli-

cards, contactless technolo-

technical director – Dr. Michael

gies and ePassports. The

Jahnich – was appointed to

A Tool Designed for

professional management of

team consists of a unique

act as co-editor of this test

Compliance Testing

the GlobalTester community,

combination of mathemati-

standard.

By Markus Hartmann,CEO, HJP Consulting GmbH

HJP Consulting, based in Paderborn, Germany
is an internationally active firm of consultants
specializing in the planning, procurement and
approval of smart card solutions focusing on
applications in high security areas – particularly
in the ID/ePassport and health sectors.

ing the electronic passport
(ePassport).
Focusing on Identification
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To

HJP Consulting provide ser-

cians, IT specialists, electrical engineers, lawyers and

ance testing. Through the

A Range of Skills

Supplementary to their con-

vices such as support and

sulting portfolio, HJP Con-

warranty provision.

sulting have developed the

management experts who
have proven that they can

HJP Consulting’s comprehen-

“GlobalTester” tool – which

A variety of international cus-

plan and implement complex

sive service portfolio covers

provides

comprehensive

tomers including the German

systems.

consultancy

project

environment to fully test prod-

TÜV IT and Infineon are cur-

management in the following

ucts against the ISO/ICAO

rently using GlobalTester.

areas:

Test Standard for ePassports.

introduce

and

a

ePassports many individual,

Recognizing the need that

complex processes need to

interoperability testing be-

In recent years the industry

be combined to form one

tween ePassports and readers

has seen the adoption of core

solution. This is an ongo-

alone is not sufficient to

contactless technology into

ing process. Phase 1 of the

ensure the smooth roll out of

• Software specification;

and recognizing that there

a variety of form factors. In

introduction of ePassports

ePassport

the

• Smart Card Test processes;

is no uniform system for

particular, contactless tech-

is underway – driven by

German Federal Office for

• Quality management in the

the testing and approval of

nology has been introduced

both EU and US deadlines.

Information Security (BSI)

production of cards and

ePassports, HJP Consulting

into passports to meet the

The second phase, support-

was assigned the task of

inlays;

have taken an innovative

law passed in the wake of

ing enhanced access con-

developing

the September 11 attacks.

trol (EAC) mechanisms is

compliance test standards

This law mandated the addi-

planned for introduction in

within the ISO/IEC work-

tion of biometric data creat-

2009.

group – WG3 TF4, which

WITHIN THE TRUST

solutions,

the

ePassport

HJP CONSULTING GMBH

Adherence to the compliance
• Smart Card System architecture;

• Security concepts for solutions
and production facilities;
• Legal and technical aspects
of invitations to tender.

testing is a fundamental prerequisite for interoperability

approach to developing and
distributing their test software. Building on the IT
industry momentum around

HJP CONSULTING – THE SMART CARD ARCHITECTS
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